Colby speaks out on the Gulf. Survey results on p. 7

By Laura Pavlenko

ASSISTANT NEWS ED ITOR

Colby's social life just might get
better this semester, as $28,663 has
been allocated for funding campuswide social activities.
Approved at the January Board
ofTrusteesmeeting,thismoneywill
be available to the Commons and
Council chairs, Stu-A Social and
Culturalchairs,and the Coffeehouse
to finance both alcoholic and nonalcoholic events,according to Shawn

Crowley,president of Stu-A.
The $28,663sum wasdecided by
Stu-A and Commons representatives brainstorming using a "blank
check book idea."
"We asked, If we wanted to do
all we could do, how much would it
cost?'" said Crowley.
"The end-all goal of this innovative programming is to take emphasis off alcohol and teach more
responsible behavior," said
Crowley.
Johnson Commons will be one
of the first to utilize the new funds
as they bring in a Boston-based firm

that willconvert the Page Commons tional funding], said Crowley.
Room into Fenway Park. A Spring
Because of the strictly enforced
Carnival is also in the works for the alcohol policy, "groups are less
likely to throw parties," said
1
"We asked, If we wanted Crowley. He hopes this added
funding will "fill the gap"between
to do all we could do, how what other organizationsare willing
to provide and what the student
much would it cost?'"
body demands.
There was no change made to
-Stu-A President
the existing alcohol policy at the
Shawn Crowley January
Board of Trustees meeting,
according toJaniceSeitzinger, Dean
of Students.
Last Day of Loudness.
"The Trustees just wanted to
afford
to
do
these
"We couldn't
know
about the [alcohol] situation
kinds of things before [the addi-
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Patriotism Waving

A bright spot along Roberts Row, this Americanfl ag
wavesfro m the second floor of J ohnson Residence Hall.

at Colby," said Seitzinger.
The Trustees decided that it was
necessaryto provide "more alternative programming", and they saw
"a real need for more alcohol education," said Seitzinger. Last week's
Alcohol Awareness Week is an example of the kind of alcohol education the administration will provide.
The Trustees also endorsed hiring a part-time substance abuse
counselor for theHealth Center. The
abuse counselor's salary, as well as
the funding for educational activities,will come out of existingcollege
budgets. ?

Colby setting
sights for future
By Rebekah Mitchell
STAFF WRITER
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Colby is currently hard at work
coming up with a five year plan of
goals for the College,and part of the
process included a forum on Monday to seek out questions and suggestions from students, faculty and
administrators.
About 50 people, mostly faculty
administrators, attended the
'
and
War CMtlinu&loh pageSf
forum and asked questions on a
range of issues, many of which
centered around increasing diversity.
Photo by Tara Taupier
"With a student body that is 94.6
percent Caucasian,weare currently
the least racially diverse of our peer
colleges," said an interim report on
Colby's planning process distributed to facul ty, alumni, and students, and which asked for input
from the recipients.
The Strategic Planning Committee which is working on the goals,is
made up of 75 to 80 select trustees,
alumni, faculty, and students. The
subcommittees meet over the summer to d iscusstheir separate sections
of the plan. Then thc fiill Planning
Committee meets in October to review thc interim reports, followed
by open forums for the rest of thc
Colby community January through
March. The final draft plan is presented to the Board of Trustees in
May.
"Thc seed of thc idea was
adopted in January 1989 when thc
Board«*rcalizcd that we'd have to
curb tuition increases to not put
ourselves out of thc market,", said
Vice President of Development and
Alumni Relations Randy Helm.
"People realized that with a tighter

budget we need to make certain
decisions, so we have do strategic
planning ahead of our time. It means
you've got to be frugal, continue to
scrutinize your priorities and your
institution's directions."
"The plan assumes everyone in
the committeewants what'sbest for
Colby. When we do make decisions,
we all want to pull together for
consensus," says Helm. The final
reportisasummaryoftheideasand
issues that the subcommittees have
tossed around over the year.
Some of the issues to date are:
1. Should we increase the faculty/student body?
2. Required seminar for all first
year students.
3. Improved academic advising
4. More campus diversity, increased admissions recruiting
5. New facilities: Lovejoy, Bixler,
East Quad, West Quad,and Roberts
Row renovations; new admissions
facility; an upgradedcentral heating
plant.
6. How to cover the financial aid
budget
7. Is Colby supportive of all
groups:intellectual student life,non
athletes, etc.
"Wc have to make sure to establish goals for each of these areas
of people-we need all of thesepeople
to move together to reach the same
goal," said Helm. He is optimistic
about Colby's future despite consensus rcportspredictingthcdecline
in 18 year-olds by 1992, which will
mean a smaller first year class.
Wccan also expect sharp reductions from thc government in financial support for private education.
"Most alumni donate to financial
aid, because they were grateful for
having it as students. It 's my easiest
sell when 1 ask them for money,"
said Hclm.Q

News Briefs

The Tenure Committee approved tenure recommendations for Daniel H. Cohen,assistant professor of philosophy,
Tamae Prindle,assistant professor of East Asian studies and
modern foreign languages,and Kenneth A. Rodman, associate professor of government. (A.K.)

Pro-Choice
group formed

An on-campus Pro-Choice group was recentlyapproved
by the Student Association and the Presidents' Council.
"The group is just a bunch of students who wanted to be
able to meet at Colby facilities and keep people informed
about changing [abortion] laws..They're not out to try to
change people's opinions, and they won't say that Colby is
pro-choice," said Patty Masters, Social Chair of Stu-A.
Masters also said that she expected a Pro-Life group to
form soon. If one does, it would also receive approval from
Stu-A.
"We don't place value judgements on groups. They need
to get the approval of Stu-A by submitting a Constitution,
and as long as they don't discriminate in membership, we
have no problem with them," said Earl Smith, dean of the
college. (D.H.)

Get psyched for spring

Student Association events being planned for the Spring
include "Lets Make a
Deal" on March 2,a Bingo
Game on March 7 with
prizes, a Beach Party at
the Student Center after
Spring Break, and a
Spring Carnival for the
Last Day of Loudness on
May 11, said Patty Masters Stu-A Social Chair. A
spring concert is in the
works for March 10, said
Masters,but theonly band
available is Meatloaf.
Since Meatloaf may not
be popular enough
photo by Tara Taupier
amonc students. Stu-A is
dians include George Carlin, Steven Wright, and Richard
Lewis. Masters said there is a good possibility that James
Taylor will be available for next year. (D.H.)

CNN hits the Spa

If things go as planned, Cable News Network (CNN) will
be available in the Spa within the next two weeks, according
to Kenneth Gagnon, head of purchasing.
If approved,CNN will be the first cable channel available
on campus. There are no current plans for bringing cable to
the dorms. (C.A.)

Matt Chaffee in Arizona

Matt Chaffee, who was dismissed from Colby first semester, has no plans of returning at this time. He is presently
attending the University of Arizona. (C.A.)

50 on ac-pro

There are approximately 50 students on academic probation according to Mark Serdjenian,assistant dean of students.
This number is normal, as there are usually between 30 and
60 students on probation. (C.A.)

Gas masks aU sold out

If you're scared stiff thinking that the Iraqis might have
thc capability of hitting Waterville with chemical warheads
in thc near future, pack your bags. The nearest Army-Navy
store, Bunker Military Surplus in Brewer, near Bangor, sold
its entire inventory of gas masks within a spa n of a day or two
after the war commenced last month and has not ordered
more.
Bunker's owner said he normally has 15different types of
masks in stock,selling for $9.95 each. He was unsure just how
many were purchased by customers or what their rationale
was for doing so.
"It's a fad thing," he said. "So we're not restocking. I sell
stuff cheap, and thc price has goneup considerably since [Jan.

Three profs get tenure

15]. As soon as this bull is over, people won't give a damn
anymore, and it'll die down." (D.H.H.)

Search for Gehrke 's
replacement continues

Bixler building
set in steel

A search for a new physician's assistant continues as a
result of Gretchen Gehrke's decision to leave Colby and
further her education,said Carl Nelson,director of the Health
Center.
Gehrke's absence has left a burden on other practitioners
requiring them to take on additional tasks. Although the
responseto advertisements of the position has not been great,
Nelson said more interviews are scheduled for this week.
(K.L.)
>

Venetian Twins
looked great

Colby's production of Venetian Twins traveled to the
University of New Hampshire on Jan. 26 to compete in the
American College Theater Festival for the New England
region, according to Chair of Performing Arts Howard
Koonce. Colby competed against six other institutions and
came away with the award for best makeup. (A.K.)

Tietenberg wins award

Christian A. Johnson Distinguished Teacher Tom Tietenberg, of the economics department, received the Maine State
Teacher of the Year award. "The nomination process is
actually for a national avyard," said Tietenberg. "You're
actually nominated by the college." After the college has
submitted an application form, former students are contacted to write recommendations. Erst a national winner is
picked and then winners are picked from the states. Government professor Sandy Maisel won the award last year.
(A.K.)

Metz 's son killed

. Sympathies are extended to Professor of Physics Roger
Metz and his wife Nancy whose son Josh was killed in an
automobile accident in Orlando, Florida, in early January. A
memorial fund has been set up for the science department,
according to Dean of the College Earl Smith.(A.K.)

Bigwig search continues
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Bixler renovatio well underway

The renovations to the Bixler art museum are "on schedule," said Hugh Gourley, director of the museum. "The
gallery that is being built between the old part of the building
and the new part of the building has its steel structure," said
Gourley. "We're aiming at a late August opening. We'd like
to havejt finished for the next academic year." (A.K.) ,

Colby makes prime time

Dan Lauria, the actor who plays the father on "The
Wonder Years", will be wearing a Colby letter jacket on an
episode coming up in four or five weeks, according to Dean
of Students Janice Seitzinger,who attended high school with
Lauria. Seitzinger asked Lauria if he would wear a Colby
jacket on the show after he spoke at Colby in the fall, and he
agreedprovided that a jacket could be found from the period
that the show takes place in, the 1960s.
Dean of the College Earl Smith set about trying to locate
someone with a jacket from that period . John Bubar '68
offered the use of his jacket, which was sent off to Lauria.
The story then takes a turn for the weird. "We got a call
from Jane Marshall, who does research for the script. It turns
out that her sister went to Colby, and her great grandfather
Samuel Francis Smith was a Colby faculty member, and
wrote the anthem "America," said Smith. "They will use the
jacket on an upcoming episode. It is described as a scene in
which he goes out to a mall." (A.K.)

Tough talk
to ac-pro stud ents

Beginning this semester,students on academic probation
must meet with their advisors to discuss participation in
Chair of the Trustee Board H. Ridgely Bullock '55 com- extra-curricular activities, according to a memo released by
pletes his term at the end of this academic year and the board the Educational Policy Committee. Students on academic
is in the process of selecting his replacement, according to probation for a second semester will be prohibited from
Dean of FacultyBob McArthur. The Chair is responsible for extra-curricular activities, except in cases in which the sturunning board meetings, assigning trustees to various com- dent "develops a plan for allocating time to course-work and
mittees, chairing the executive committee and working with extra-curricular activities, which must also be approved by
PresidcntCotteronpolicychangesand fundra ising. "I assume the Associate Dean of Students,"according to the memo. The
recommendations will be brought at the meeting in April," policy originated in thcEPCand wasapproved bythefaculty
said McArthur. (A.K.)
at their Dec. 10 meeting. (A.K.)
v

Job recruitin g down

The recession has caused a decrease in job recruiting at
Colby, according to James Mclntyre, director of Career Services. "It's had a real impact on our on campus programsand
off campus programs,"he said. "New E n gland is the hardest
hit so far by thc so-called recession. More and more people
whohaveadvanced degrees and experiencehavebeen laid of
so they're competing for the same jobs [as recent graduates]."
Mclntyre said seniors looking for jobs must "be persistent,be
as flexible as possible and take a look at every opportunity
possible." He added that seniors have to be realistic, but that
"even in bad economies good people get good jobs." (A.K.)

Piper gives
endowed chair

'

A gift from Trustee Wilson A. Piper '39 in honor of his
mother, Clara, has made possible a new endowed chair in
International or Environmental Studies,according to Dean of
Faculty Bob McArthur. The gift came with a stipulation that
it be restricted to international or environmental studies.
"We'll be recruiting someone to fill that chair sometime next
year," said McArthur. (A.K.)
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I News Briefs
Colby may
get art collection
A collection of paintings at Westbrook College which
includes works by Picasso, Renoir, Whistler and Wyeth, as
well as Van Gogh'sfamous "Irises,"may be moved to Colby,
according to an article in TheMorning Sentinel.However,"the
President of Westbrook has not yet confirmed that the collection is being moved," said Hugh Gourley, director of
Colby's museum. Were Colby to get the collection,it would
be "a great asset to the art history idepartment for their
courses," said Gourley. Gourley called the collection "the
most important collection of its kind in the state." (A.K.) .

Painting still missing

A painting wasstolen over January from the exhibition in
the street of the library. "It's a bad place to have an open
exhibition, with people walking through all the time," said
Director of Safety and Security Mark Van Valkenburgh.
"Immediately afterwards we had all of the pictures taken
down and put away." There are no suspects in the theft,
according to Van Valkenburgh. (A.K.)

Dupuis and family
say no lawsuit planned

Keith Dupuis '93 and his parents say the latter have no
lans
to sue the college for damages the student incurred in
p
an accident last semester at a Student Center party.
"There is no substance to that rumor," said Dupuis'
father. "Our main concern is that Keith is well." Dupuis
broke several vertebrae in a fall from a window when he
slipped on some beer; his insurance company paid for his
medical treatment.
"I couldn't even speculateas to why they might sue,"said
Earl Smith, dean of the college. He said he hadn't gotten a
notice but that "inquiries have been made" as to whether the
family might hold Colby partially responsible. (D.H.H.)

Better late than never

January 15, the deadline for applications to Colby, set a
new record for the Eustis mailroom. 319 applications were
sent express mail to arrive before the deadline, according to
FYI, the f aculty newsletter. (A.K.)

Check your watch

You won't be able to tell time by the library clock, at least
for a little while. The missing hands on the clock are not a
practical joke, they are in being fixed in a large clock shop in
Portland, according to FYI, the faculty newsletter, and will
sooribe restored to their former job of keeping the campus on
time, depending on what side of the clock you were looking
at. (A.K.)

By David Holtzman
STAFF WRITER
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Ten months after they were barred from Colby, 23 of
24 former Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity members have
resumed classes and are moving back into the residence
halls.
Only one student transferred, according to Janice
Seitzinger, Dean of Students. The rest of the students
chose to return,and 18are livingon-campus.The student
did not leave Colby as a result of the administration's
policy,which has made fraternitiesillegal here since 1985.
"I interviewed them all before they returned," said
Seitzinger. "Themajority used their time off to good effect
- they got jobs. Students I talked to seemed to have
changed attitudes about fraternities. I got the feeling
there's no way they're going to be involved in any future
[fraternity activity]."
The responses of ex-LCAs verified Seitzinger's belief.
"All the bitternessis gone now," said Doug Boardman
'91. "By the beginning of the summer I was looking
forward to returning."
Another former LCA,Brian Kelleher '92,said he never
considered transferring because there was much more to
Colby for him than just the fraternity.
"With or without what happened with the LCA's,"he

said, "I've still got my friends who have been here and
friends from the fraternity. I'm still close to them regardless of what occurred to our frat."
What Seitzinger sees as the last gasp of a dying
fraternity heritage at Colby was extinguished last March.
Because of the harsh consequences imminent for any
student involved with a fraternity, Seitzinger is convinced
the formerly entrenched institutions are gone forever
from the campus.
"We're not likethe FBI or CIA or anything,"Seitzinger
said. "If something [involving fraternities] comes to our
attention, we will focus on it."
The suspended students, mostly juniors or seniors
last year, will have to return next fall in order to comply
with the eight-semester rule.Colby allowed the students
to transfer up to eight credits from another institution.
"I don't know what power a fraternity would hold
over Colby now, what elixir it would be for underage
drinking," said Seitzinger. "[Those favoring fraternities
at Colby] are under the same mandates as everyone
else."
"Frats are dead here now, and that's the way it
should stay," said Boardman. Kelleher added that frat
life "had its fun for us, but when you're talking about
your future, what you're going to do after college, it 's
not even worth thinking about."Q

Tuition decision delayed
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By Andrea Kr asker
NEWS EDITOR

Tuition for next year was not set at the January
meeting of the Trustees' Budget and Finance Committee as it usually is, according to Dean of Faculty Bob
McArthur.
The decision to postpone setting tuition was partially, but not exclusively related to the recession, said
McArthur. "We are concerned about constraints the
current financial situation has put on colleges,"he said.
"We've changed our budget procedures and made
them somewhat more complicated , I think," said
McArthur.
Und er the new budget procedures,possible budgets
will be discussed at the December Trustee meeting and

mmp

refinements will be made at subsequent meetings. A
final budget will be ratified in March.
"There were so many uncertainties that we decided
to elongate the process," said McArthur. "I expect that
that will be our new procedure."
"It [the recession] is certainly a factor, as it is for all
colleges," said McArthur, regarding the delayed decision. "It has been most severe in the northeast and New
England, and it affects a substantial amount of our
families."
Financial aid hasbeen impacted by the recession. "As
far as I know we've been able to accommodate changes
in students' families," said McArthur.
McArthur does not believe that tuition will bea factor
for students applying to Colby for the class of '95. "Families will debate in-state vs. private colleges. We are
obliged to try to keep costs in line with reasonable
expectations," he said. Q

Flasher caught with pants down
By Rebekah Mitchell
STAFF WRITER
The man suspected of exposing himself on thc3-milcloop
to at least four Colby women last semester hasbeen convicted.
A WatervilleDistrictCourtJudge sentenced him to mandatory
counseling and a $500 fine, but the suspect was convicted in
only one of the three charges of public indecency.
Thedefendanthad been soliciting paper routes for a large
Maine publishing company in this county. His family knows
of his problcmand he hasbeen in counseling sessions alread y
this year. Assistant District Attorney Jim Cameron has filed
away one charge of public indecency so if thc suspect is
caught again, thc additional charge can be brought Op.

Not a p ractical j oke

pliolo by Tara Taupier

Last semester Officer Jim Robertson had received reports
of a flasher on the outskirts of Colby and Oakland. At the

same time his colleague, Officer Kevin OTeary, had been
covering an incident with similar descriptions. The two
joined forces and matched the evidence. All the females had
been jogging, and a man, dressed in a three piece suit, had
surprised them on the side of thc road.
Robertson took the car description and reported flasher
sitings, and hid in his own car on the county road near the
railroad tracks.
"I noticed that the suspect's car passed more often than
any other car along that same route," he said. "He was a guy
of dark com plexion, wearing a three piece suit and driving a
blue Ford Taurus." When he checked out the defendants
registration number against the other cars seen on that road,
it was a positive match .
Robertson emp hasized again that "all joggers should run
in pairs, and always in daylight. If you can, carry a ball point
pen to write down any information about an unusuallooking
person or car. Report all incidents to the Waterville Police
Department, so that they can get on the case immediately/'^
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By Ramsey Elh s
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
As students arrived for second
semester, green and gold signs
proclaiming Alcohol and Wellness
Awareness Week covered the
campus. The signs trumpeted
eventsencouraging responsibleuse
of alcohol, proper nutrition, safe
sex, and overall emotional and
physical well being, held Feb. 4-8.
"We wanted to increase student
awareness of responsibledrinking,
the dangers of drug use, and overall wellness," said Gina Toman,
assistant director of student activities.

Alcohol and Wellness Awareness week was made possible by
the efforts of many people at Colby,
as well as through the contributions
from the surrounding community.
Organization of the weekstarted
early on in first semester and continued into January. By mid-January
the activities for thc week were

confirmed. Involvement came from
sources such as the Waterville Police Department,the Maine Department of Secretary of State, Alanon,
and the Mid-Maine Medical Center.
Funding for the week came from
the Stu-A Social and Cultura l
Committees,the Health Center,and
the All Campus Lecture Committee.
The week's program consisted
of lectures, presentations, display
and information tables, and performances. The activities ranged
from purely informational, sucl^ as
the discussions on "Co-Dependency Issues on Campus" and
"Dealing with Drug and Alcohol
Abuse"to purely fun activities such
as the Comedic Mime and Cafe
Night. Some activities such as the
Hot, Safe, and Sexy program by
Suzi Landolphi, were both entertaining and informational.
Although the turnout for some
of the events was not overwhelming, Toman said that she has
stopped trying to measure success
by attendance and if the programs

succeeded in hel ping even just one
person then the whole week was
worth it.
Toman said that the first week
of the semester was chosen for Alcohol and Wellness Awareness
weekto welcome students back and
to bring these issues to their attention right away. Some students felt
that the week would have been
more effective later in the semester
when they were not focused on
settling in and beginning classes,
and still other students had lots of
positive feedback on the week for
thestudentactivities office. Perhaps
a week later in the semester will be
considered for the event in the future to allow students to prepare
for and contribute to events during
the week, but Toman was not sure
that this would increase attendance
at the events. Toman felt the program had accomplished the goal of
raising awarenessof wellnessissues
among Colby students, and added
that Colby hoped to make Alcohol
and Wellness Awareness Week an
annual oventQ
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tances serving in the Persian Gulf has appeared in
By Ramsey Ellis
the Student Center lobby,
CONTRIBUTING
and signs filled with enWRITER
couraging
words and slommmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmam ^mWmKWB*mmmW^Dmmm
gans for those in the Gulf
As theUnited States
have appeared in the Spa.
went to war with Iraq in
Students flocked to
mid-January, campus
presentations and inforattention focused on the
mal discussions on the
conflict.
Gulf over January, and a
At the beginning of
series of lectures sponthe official conflict, stusored by the government
dents were up early to
department will run
watch the news before
throughout February.
class and huddled in
Both students and faclounges around the
ulty from Mayflower Hill
television set every
participated in a candleevening. Now, as some
light vigil for those in the
students monitor the
Gulf on Tuesday Jan. 22, a
events in the Gulf, othchilly winter night, at a
ers anxiously await
church in Waterville.
news about friends and
But compared to other
relatives who are servcolleges,Colby pales in its
ing in the war.
activism. Jay Allard '94
photo by Tara Taupier was recently at Bates ColKristin King '94 has Student Center display of support
a brother who serves in
lege and said, "Down at
ets,
in
nair,
and
on
the
the 82nd Airborne division . "I am
aprons of Bates students seemed more poin a difficult position,"says King. "I servers in the dining halls. Colby liticall y active, interested , and
do not support the war, but my Military Affairs placed a giant yel- aware. It is not that students here at
brother is there,and I support him." low ribbon around the library Colby are ignoring the situation, it
Yellow ribbons have appeared tower. A sign listing the names of is just that the response at Colby
on wrists, on backpacks and jack- loved ones, friends, and acquain- seems passive."Q

Colby educat es on alcohol
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Graduate School of
Architecture,Planning,
and Preservation

Introduction to

Architecture:
The Summer Studio
at Columbia University
New York

A summer program giving university credit which introduces the student to all aspects of the design, history, theory, and practice of architecture. The program is intended
both for those without previous academic experience in
design who are interested in architecture as a potential
career, and for those with previous experience in architectural design who would like to develop studio design skills,
, perhaps in preparation for application to graduate school.
Studio, seminar, and lectures present a comprehensive
introduction to every aspect of architecture as it is
practiced today. In addition, through field-trips and
tours, the student learns from extraordinary examples
of architectural and urban design in New York City, the
world's preeminent center for architecture and culture.

* .
' '

Introduction to Architecture:

The Summer Studio at Columbia University, New York
July 8 to August 9, 1991
Monday through Friday, 10:00 am - 5:00 pm
3 credits, studio and seminar. Tuition: $1500
Housing on the Columbia campus (if required); $500
For information and applications write or call:

Anyone interested in writing news f or the
Echo p lease contact Andrea Krasker,
News Editor at 872-5405 or x3349

Office of Admissions
Introduction to Architecture Program
The Graduate School of Architecture,
Planning and Preservation
400 Avery Hall
Columbia University
New York . NY 10027
(212) 854-3414
Colum_ in University ia nn nllirmnlivn nciion/oqun! opportunity institution.
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Has Now Reo pened for Another Year?

At Your Service Once Again,
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Give a Sweet to Your Sweetheart this
Valentine 's Day!! Buy a Long-Stem Rose
Cake for Only $2.75 or a Valentine Heart
Cake (a decorated , double-layer heart
shaped white cake with raspberry filling)
for Only $1.75.
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These Items are Available at
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Now Open 8 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Monday through Friday
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Brian Wiercinski
Charles Beeler
Doug Fenn
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JUST DESSERTS
and in the Bakery Boxes at the Entrance of
Each Dining Hall.

Co ngratulations

I
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Jim McVay
Alex JMoody
Hilary Green

David
Bartlett
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By Amy Alder son
STAFF WRITER
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"How much did you pay for
books this semester?" is not an
uncommon question these days,as
many students want to make sure
that they are not the only ones who
spent over $200 on reading material.
So I did some research to find
out just how much people are
paying to get an education.
The single most expensive
textbook this semester was for
Physics 332, totalling $61.55.
Students enrolled in Psychology 354paid the most for any single
course,shelling out $131.60 for four
required texts.
Some students think that it is
unfair to be required to spend so
much money on books considering
the amount paid for tuition. Others
feel the crunch because the money
for books comes out of their
spending funds.

"1think [the prices] are ridiculous," said Greg Becker '92. He
spent $250 on books this semester,
half of whichhebought at theColby
Bookstore and the other half at the
Iron Horse Bookstore. He feels that
sometimes teachers assign too
many books, adding that oftentimes "we don't get to read some
books at all."
Christopher Chin'93,whospent
$210 this semester,echoed Becker's
sentiment.
"It's way too expensive," he
said. "I had to buy five or six books
for most of my classes. It's outrageous since we use just parts of
each book, which could easily be
put on reserve or copied for less
money."
Jono Medwed '94, who also
spent over $200, does not understand why more soft cover textbooks are not bought f rom the
publisher.
"They're less expensive, and
other schools sell more soft cover

texts."
Diane Gagnon, manager of the
Colby Bookstore, reminds the students that it is not the bookstore
that determines the quantity of
books for a class but the professors
themselves. The bookstore does,
however,determine the prices,but
this is done so by a specific method
that Gagnon is happy to share with
her customers.
As she explained,the bookstore
works with a 20 percent margin for
new booksand a 25 percent margin
with used books.This means that if
theretail(store) priceis$18.75,then
the bookstore originally paid 80
percent of that price, or $15 for the
book. She also said that the bookstore is selling more used books

books to be unusually expensive.
Matt Saleh '94, who bought all of
his books at the Colby Bookstore,
paid $55 for one computer science
book and another $42 for an environmental science book.
"It's ridiculously expensive.
Where do they think we're getting
this money?" said Saleh.
As f or methods of payment,
Gagnon noted that credit card sales
were definitel y higher this semester,indicating that students are trying to delay the payment of their
books.
photo by SharonLabick
"People are being very careful,"
Wy l ie Dufresne '92 shelling it out.
she said. She also added that she
these days to try and help save the could not really tell if the Colby
students some money.
Bookstore was losing money to the
Many studentsfound individual Iron Horse Bookstore. ?

NEW ENGLAND CONSORTIUM OF UNDERGRADUATE
(NECUSE) *

in52 FRONT ST. 1
(w/
store coupon]
fcoke 2ltr $.99++
^MmF9&\

I. Basic DNA Tecfcnology:
DNA fingerprinting, bacterial transformation and plasmid DNA
preparation are the major topics to be covered in this workshop
presented by the Cold Spring Harbor DNA Learning Center. This
workshop is designed for participants with little or no formal
training in DNA technology . Enrollment is limited to 12.
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II. Intermediate DNA Technology :
Blotting and probing of genomic DNA samples and screening a
cDNA library are the major topics of this workshop presented by
Joe Pelliccia, Bates College. Enrollment is limited to 5.
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APRIL 12-14, 1991

STUDENTS and FACULTY from NECUSE institutions are invited to
participate in workshops in the following areas of modern
experimental biology:

^ |73-622S

|S& ffl ^^ w^JHrHBP

EDUCATION

WORKSHOPS IN MODERN BIOLOGY
at BATES COLLEGE , LEWISTON, MAINE

^^^^^^

SCIENCE

III. Scanning Electron Microscopy:
The basic theory and practice of SEM will be covered .
Participants will learn sample preparation and secondary electron
imaging using a JEOL JSM-6100 SEM. This workshop is offered -by
Greg Anderson , Bates College and enrollment is limited to 5.

Syracuse University
SUMMER ABROAD
TH^Blf_ ST|
|

___

If you enjoy learning on site and in small
groups, summer may be the best time for
you to study abroad and earn credit.
Choose from 20 Syracuse University programs in Europe and Asia..

Professor Joe Pelliccia
Department of Biology
Bates College
Lewiston , Maine 04240
(207 ) 786-6107

Syracuse Universit y
Division of International P rograms Abroad
Summer Programs Office - Dept T
119 Euclid Avenue, Syracuse , NY 13244
(315) 443-9420/9421
,
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expenses ( transportation , meals ,' lodging , etc.) will be paid
by NECUSE. Application deadline is March 7 9. For application
f orms or additional information on the workshop of interest to
you , please contact :

¦

•NECOflB member inatitutiona aro: Amhornt Collage , Baton Collogo ,
Bowdoin Collogo , nrovra University , Colby Collogo , Dart mouth
Collogo , Harvard University, College of" tho Holy crooa ,
Middlobury collogo , Mount nolyofco collogo , Bmith Collogo , Trinity
Collogo , Wollosloy Collogo , Woaleynn Univoraity, Williamo
collogo , and Yale University.

Student response to the war
1) Do you support the U.S. position in the Gulf?
Yes - 71%
No - 29% •

4) Do you think there has been sufficient activism on campus?
• Yes-31%
No - 69%

2) Do you believe sanctions should have been given more time to work?
Yes-49%
No-47%

5) Do you know anyone serving in the Gulf?
Yes - 67.5% No - 32.5%
286 students completed the survey

3) Are you fearful that the draft will be reinstated?
Yes-56% No-44%

responses:
of
sampling
A
OFF-CAMPUS STUDY!I
Located in Miller 009r off the Street of the Library

Spring Deadlines:

Program

Application Due

CORK (fail and full year)
CUERNEVACA (fall)
LONDON (fall)
DIJON (fail)
DOMESTIC EXCHANGE (fall)
(Claremont , Howard)

March 15
April 27
Apri27
April 27
Apri27

"We are as a whole still a very immature society. War
breeds war, no matter what anyone believes/7
"If we hadn 't [ta ken action] today, it would only have gotten
worse tomorrow/ '

"I am a total pacifist and do not believe in violence to
Second Semester Office Hours: solve any problem at all. An aggressive defense (or
1-4 P.M., Monday-Friday
I offense) with no form of agression,coupled with peaceful
i
Get off the Hill for a
B sanctions would have ended the problem/'
I Real Homecooked breakfast 8
"I ' m tired of hearing all the complaining about the sanctions
h time to work.Five months is p l enty of
iven
enoug
not
b
eing
g
BONNIE'S
I
DINER
I time. Wegave Saddam five months to build his undergrou nd
1 CQlbV Special
Breakfast Sandwich I
f orces, supp ly himself with weapons, rea d y batt le p lans an d
E S,
Bacon 8
" ,Toast,
1
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1
|n
use, the sanctions to starve his own p eop le, not the mil itary rhflflM
heese
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i Homefries
isn 't that enoug h time?"
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872-77 12

° Open Seven Days a Week

Fried EQQ
$1 90

1
1

5:30a.m.- 2;00p.m.

Benton Avenue

-

Winslow

1Bear left after the Winslow bridge - then 3 m les ahead on the left.
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If ianf iyou!

Vf amliyotil

Ihanl iyou!

TJianf iyouI

Student response to our used textbooks

"I'm Black, of course I know people serving in the Gulf!"
"Like most peop le I supp ort the troop s above all. They are
doing a j ob I would be terrif ied to do."
"The troops need our support, not our protest."

has been overwhelming this semester — "Minority and poor p eople shou ld not have to fight for a
we appreciate your business!
I
government that has continua lly neg lected them."
%gmember-- zvecan special order Boothsfast!
P*ease come see the rest of our
"War is not necessary.Weshould concern ourselves with
W$
lS
ffi^ j
I j fc | books, cards, and gifts
more important domestic issues."
The Iron Horse Bookstore
I |W)^WP*\ 1
10 Railroad Square, Waterville
1/ 1V\ I
"I don 't totall y supp ort our position but now that we are at war
^
^
IBHj EFlM
872-0939
I supp ose I should."
Ihe LittCe (Bookstore cthat Could
Open Mon.-Thurs., 10-7, Fri. & Sat., 10-9, Sun. 12-5
If wnf iyou! ^ankjyml Vhantyou! Qhan kjjoul

From student to
t eacher, more Colby
grads considerin g t eaching
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6,lx>fs*tf good studentstecdved! new skis firom Santa.
Con^st^eWt^phovtttiilitarymarwevfer$ .
^
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photoby SharonLabick
Paige Brown 91

recruits need not have had any pre-1
viousteachingexperience,students
at Colby who are Education minors j
must do student teaching, usually !
'
at local schools.
Burnell said that overall his 1
teaching experience was definitely
a positive one, and that he enjoyed
the satisfaction of inspiring others
as he himself had been inspired.
But he admitted it was frustrating
at times,adding that sometimes his
lessons just didn't work, or that his
* first period class just "didn't want
- to get going."
Although student teaching is a
lot of work, there are rewards to be
found as well, he said.
"It's a payback to society."Q

' Echo Archives:
The Waa? in Vietnam
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Eleven years ago this month afc
Colby, students not only found
tht^$c;b<s*b<jftt^h<*nU{dotjt Olf^
deposits by security guards, but
thoy also encountered droves ot
crickets In Kotoen*Vttfon «** **
- '
£pa,
A<JcOitfing to 1.wd &iWfott<*> tbo
head janitor in Roberts fc&ck'then,
the crickets "wwn'i wry hamtM,
but 1 wouldn't .want <>m in my
Sandwich/' ¦•
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students who wouldn't normally
enter the field to experience what
teaching is like, Fortin explained.
The program recruits at many of
the country's top schools and tries
to demonstrate to many students
that teaching is a viable career
choice.
Last year, Teach For America's
first, 20 Colby students applied for
the program,and four were chosen
as teachers. Already a.most20have
applied this year and a few more
are expected before the deadline
for applications is reached on Feb.
22.
"That's an amazing turnout for
a college this size," Fortin said.
Although Teach for America

By iUyBfctt SfcW#ik
STAFFWXttflCEW
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Paige Brown '91

dents."
Students who would not have
looked at education courses in the
past now see that such courses can
behelpfulto theminallcareerfields,
Mavrinac explained. Colby currently has two education minors.
One leads to teacher certification in
the state of Maine, and the other
allows students to explore teaching
and the learning process without
the demands of the certification
process.
Teach For America, a national
teaching program, "is the domestic
Peace Corps," said Jan Fortin '91,
the program's campus representative. Students selected for Teach for
America are sent to inner city and
rural schools which suffer continuous teacher shortages.
Teach for America also allows

-
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By Heather Boothe
STAFF WRITER
Whether through independent
schools or Teach for America,more
and more Colby graduates have
been turning to careers in teaching.
Students are showing "an idealistic interest in [teaching]/' said
Associate Professor of Education
Marilyn Mavrinac. '"[They] want to
make a change and want to have
some influence on what is obviously a problem."
Dean Burnell '91 taught in
Oakland at Messalonskee Hi gh
School. He started with one class
last fall and then went on to teach
three classes during Jan-Plan.
He is among the many students
who are looking at teaching careers
becauseof past experiences.In high
school, he both admired and was
excited by his history teachers. Now
he wants to follow in their footsteps. He also has his own view as
to why students are looking more
and more into teaching.
Teachers are getting respected
more. It's a real option [and] before
they didn't really think of it that
way," reasoned Burnell.
Paige Brown '91, also taught at
Messalonskee High School last fall.
"[Student teaching] is a great
way to promote Colby-Waterville
relations," said Brown, who taught
French. "And it's also a good way
to put Colby-learned skills into
practice to hel p Waterville students."
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Graduate School of
Architecture,Planning,
and Preservation

TwoCities:
NewYork/Paris
Applications are being accep t ed for
the 1991- 1992 academic year at the

Special Undergraduate Program. A junior year
introduction to architecture, urban planning, and
historic preservation for students who have
completed their sophomore year at an accredited
college or university. Students spend the* first
semester in New York at the Graduate School of
Architecture, Planning, and Preservation and the
second semester in Paris at Columbia's studio and
classroom facility in the historic Marais district.

the $ec«rity ofte told b \m< "tf I
n«od a f t w fctK&Pr ? *teal *
Keg/'A&iording to %he stOrtioWner,
however, he refused to givethe of>
tothedepe^on^Twoweeks
afta*- ihtt imx» waited tb<* fo«l«

The program offers a choice of academic terms:
1. Summer , 1991 in New York and Fall, 1991 in Paris.
2. Fall, 1991 in New York and Spring, 1992 in Paris.

beat Mm up*
itoo, th<* Cot*
Mmmiwmtipt

Dean of Admissions
Graduate School of Architecture,
Planning, and Preservation
400 Avery Hall
Columbia University
New York, New York 10027
(212) 854-3510

dortt to the Colby administration,
th&oftf correturned to thestore and

lege found tbftt the guard fad tt.0fc
committed theft* but rather had

wot "bad jud gement"to*wmK
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/ As for the cricMs,rumor had it
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Applications due March 15, 1991
Application forms and additional information may
be obtained from:

Columbia Univorally io an nfflrmntivo nc tlon/ oqunl opportunity Institution

OFF THE HILL
one afternoon he suddenly collapsed. Doctors held out little hope
throughout theordeal that he could
be revived.
Groups such as sororities have
launched classes to teach CPR and
other techniques that could help
save a life in a future situation.

By Dave Holtzman
STAFF WRITER

Brown

Providence,Rl -DouglasHann,
a junior, was expelled for shouting
racist remarks in a courtyard last
October. Hann was found guilty by
the Undergraduate Disciplinary
Council of making remarks which
were anti-black, anti-Semitic and
anti-homosexual. The incident
which led to Hann's expulsion was
a second offense. In his first year at
Brown, Hann was found guilty of
directing racial insults at a black
student in a fraternity bar.

St. Lawrence

Canton, NY - Either to create a
more unified campus or simply to
cut costs, the St. Lawrence administration isplanning to disallow offcampus housing beginning next
year. The college was expected to
make an announcement this week
on the issue,and to giveeducational
and philosophical benefits as the
key reason. One student said it's
more likely the college needs a
budget-saver.
"It seems to me the school is
having trouble finding room for
people to live on-campus next semester," said Mike Cowan, a contributing editor to a campus publication, The Hill News. "And some
seniors would like the option of
living off-campus." He was not
certain when the policy would take
!
effect if implemented.!.

Dartmouth

Hanover, NH - In the wake of
the death of Dartmouth student
Peter McKernan, son of Maine
Governor John McKernan, several
student groups are organizing
programsto deal with future cases
like his.
McKernan died during January
after several days in a coma. He
had a heart condition, and after
running during baseball practice

War
Continued
from p age *l
of Dwyer's being
an American.
Though clearly
the general goingto
be kidnapped."
The man explained to her that
just as the Roman
Empire rose and
fell, so too would
the Arab empire.
"He thought
this was the time for
the rise of the Arab
[Emp ire]," said
Gefvert.
photo by Hilary Robbins
And like Martin,
Gefvert was rer
lieved to finally re- One of the buildings operatedby
SyracuseUniversity in Florence which experiencedanti-Americanvandalism
turn home. ?

interview spots available

Februar y 25, 1991

Teach For America is a national teacher corps of talented,
dedicated individuals from all ethnic backgrounds and academic
majors who commit two years to teach in urban and rural areas
that have persistent teacher shortages.
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•Salary: $17,000-$29,000
•Loans: deferment (Stafford/GSL) or
cancellation (Perkins/NDSL) possible
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to pick up an application and sign up for an Interview,stop by the Colby Office of
Career Services
(applications must be submitted by 2/22/91)

We Are Now a Bottle Redemption Center! We
Offer a $50 Prize to Whomever Returns the Most
Bottles by the End of February!
Busch
1/4 barrels .
..,
$23.
33++
$10.44++
\ Schaef reBarBottles.
v.

Enter a Weekly Drawing for $10.00 of Free Gas with Any $10.00
Purchase.
-Mon. & Wed. buy a 10" pizza and get a one item pizza free! III!
- Friday & Saturday buy a 15'^pizza_ and get one for. 1/2 price! II
We sell: Disc. Beer, Wine, Fresh Dough Pizza, and Hot &~Cold
Sandwiches

%»i! * 47.95

JOSEPH 'S

WATE RVILLE DRIVE THRU
Across From Shaw's Plaza
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Main St., Fairfield
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OPEN
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Letters

Founded in 1877
. LOW WRIGHT, Eii.'nr
ALISA ATTARDI, Managing Ed itor
WALKfcA FENTON, Layout Ed itor
ANDREA KRASKER, News Ed itor
SHARYL WHITE, Layout Editor
PAUL ARGIRO, Sports Editor
R.B. KIERNAT, Business Manager
CRAIG APPELBAUM, Features Ed itor TARA TAUPIER, Photography Editor
SCOTT BARKHAM, A & E Editor
PETE CARPENTER , Ad Manager
CHIP SMITH, Op inions Editor
GRETA WOOD, Prod uctionManager
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KATEY FORD, Layout Assista nt
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SUMNER LEMON, Staff Artist
ETHAN GETTMAN, Staff Artist
DAVID NICHOLSON, Staff Artist
KRIS OWENS, Librarian
MARK R. MUIR, Subscriptions Ma nager
LETTERS AND OPINIONS POLICY
TheEditorial istheoffidalopinion of the paper. Theother opinions presenton this page do not necessarily
represent the views olTht Colby Echo or its staff.
' The Colby Echo encourages letters from its readers, especially tho se within the immediatecommunit y.
They should not exceed 200 words.
Letters to the Editor should be typed. Letters to the Editor must be signed and includeeither an address
or a phone number. For publication on Thursday, letters must be received by ThtColby Echo no Utter than
Monday evening of the same week.
The CoVbv Echo reserves the riant to edit all submissions.

Here's the response

Black and blue,and read all pver.The first issue of TheResponseisa high
quality publication, from its color cover to its clever cartooning. The Response sought out an unfilled niche on campus and proceeded to fill it
admirably.
The Response is billing itself as a monthly commentary magazine
designed for views. Its monthly format allows it to print the eclectic mix
of student opinions' that would not be appropriate for a weekly newspaper. The need for another campus publication has existed at Colby, but
more than one publication has failed in an attempt to fulfil it.
By printing intelligent commentary on Colby, the environment, the
nation and the world, accompanied by professional-quality caricatures
and cartooning, TheResponsehas garnered respect from many on campus.
The Response's success has been boosted by the growing interest in
Middle East politics. The Gulf War has insured that The Response will be
read by anyone seeking more in-depth information on the crisis.
The only dark spot in an otherwise fine publication is the Stu-A
Update. One of Shawn and Katie's campaign promises was to publish a
regular newsletter. Instead, we are given one column of information
piggybacking on a campus publication designed to fit other needs.
While it was nice to see what Stu-A has been up to,this information can
hardly be considered commentary. The only opinion expressed in Stu-A's
column is that they are working hard.
The Response has found its niche as a commentary. As such, it should
realize that a student government controlled column has no place within
it. The Response is for views. Student government should help keepit that
way.

Same as
it ever was

During January',I researched the
Colby archives for the years 1966
through 1971. At this time, the
students of Colby were engrossed
in many of the same important
issues that we dwell on today.
In 1965,Sellers took over dining
services, and the Echo spent first
semester complaining about the
food and describing the riots.
Women were the original residents
of Dana that year and the present
residents will not be surprised to
recognize the furniture in photos
proudly printed of the new dorm.
As students at colleges around the
country rallied for civil rights and
an end to the Vietnam War, Colby
students organized a march for a
few Tau Delt fraternity men who
were punished for inappropriate
sexual behavior in a house offcampus.
.Other complaints in the Echo
ranged from outrageous bookstore
prices to lack of administrative
concern for athletic teams. In 1966,
the Echoreviewed the local drinking
establishments, while the
administration proposed a tougher
alcohol policy (focusing on
alternative beverages). What was
probably the original top ten list,
was published in 1968, in the form
of "Ways to Beat the Draft."Student
apathy and unfair discrimination
against fraternities were consistent
sore points, as was the losing
football team.
It seems that in .20-25 years,
Colby is basically the same. I can
say that the 1973yearbook includes
a survey, the results of which are to
be published in 1993, and that the
1966 yearbook contains a quote of
which I've become fond. 'Touryears
is not measured in time, but in the
crumbling of paper cups."

initiate an offensive attack on Iraq.
We are all struggling for the same
end, peace. The decision to fight
Iraq was made by our leaders, following the same process used when
making all decisions, a democratic
vote. Now that the fighting has begun, Congress is calling for a new
resolution, uniting our support for
our efforts in the Gulf. Like our
leaders, it is our duty to show our
troops that we are behind them 100
percent.
No rational human being is an
advocate of war. Saddam Hussein
has shown the world he will not
listen to peace talks. Our leaders
decided that the only way to guarantee peacein the future is through
the use of force now. Our service
people do not like what they are
doing any more than you or I,yet it
istheirjob.Our troopsthrough their
efforts ,will bring us peace.Wemust
support our troops.
Times have changed. While
some say our involvement in the
Gulf brings an end to the chances of
peace following the Cold War, the
opposite is true. Our involvement
in the Gulf is intended to show that
aggression will not be tolerated. We
did not resort to fighting immediately after the Aug. 2 invasion of
Kuwait. The United States and all
of the allies have shown great restraint in dealing with Saddam
Hussein. The deadline set by the
UN came and went; we did not
engage in battle until after the
deadline. We tried di plomatic
means to solvethis conflict,but they
failed. We had no other choice. Now
we have no other choice but to
support our troops.
Laura Steinbrink '93

Hockey
should be f un

Asusual Eric is herecomplaining
about
something. What's new?
Simone Cella '93
Today'scomplaint;HOCKEY! Here
is a sport that I have loved as a
player and fan for most of my life.
The thrill of a spectacular goal or of
a bonecrushing check can only be
experienced in the fastest sport
It is time to show our support known to man. (Sorry, Raceway
for the armed forces in the Persian Fanatics, AUTOMOBILE RACING
The most disconcerting aspect of Colby's response to the war is nofthe Gulf.
DOES NOT QUALIFY!)
lack of screaming protestors or flag waving supporters outside the StuThe debate over whether or not
The great part of Colby hockey
dent Center, but the fact that 69 percent of the students surveyed by the we should should have military games in 1986 when 1 was a
Echo believe that the campus has showed insufficient activism. This is not strength in the Persian Gulf is over. freshman was not whether the team
a surprising figure. Few people could think otherwise when most of While we may have differing views won or lost,it wasbeing at the game
Colby's activism has been quite passive, mostly in the form of signing on this subject,thedecision hasbeen itself!Forall the freshmen who were
posters and tying ribbons on backpacks and lapels. Such quiet statements made for us by Congress. In a still in high school,let me fill you in.
are important and meaningful,but as 1,700 energized students exposed to democratic vote,Congress decided A rather rowdy and obnoxious
new ideas daily, we should be forging more activity.
to grant the President the power to crowd would celebrate the first goal
Excuses abound as to why Colby does not show overwhelming activism.Unlike thelargeuniversities which havebeen staging regular protests,
Colby does not have the sheer numbers to easily assemble such protests.
Then again, our friends at Bates cancelled classes the day after the war
began, staged a teach-in, and have continued to organize protests both for
and against the war.
f wiM $tw&Huh mt 400
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our hearts, though 24 hour coverage in itself is unlikely to spur more hern,
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activism.
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Activism needs leaders

Support
the gulf

by Colby with an encore of catcalls
and the opposing goalie would be
pelted with harmless tennis balls.
Or a fish launched onto the ice to
announce that the goalie was a
"sieve." This is harmless fun, and
definitely makes the game more
enjoyable,especially for non-hockey
fans.
These harmless attempts at
humor used to give Colby the one
thing it sorely misses today:
TRADITION AND HOME ICE
ADVANTAGE!Visiting opponents
used to dread traveling up 1-95 to
play Colby in a very cold and
unfriendly Alfond Arena. So let's
loosen our collars and allow some
fun, and sorely missed tradition
seep back into the game! After all,
isn't this what home ice advantage
is all about!
Eric Albano '92

War delusions
The President and his crew of
military advisers promise we will
not have another Vietnam. Yet the
continuous bombings, glowing
reports of
success, and
uninformative military briefings
from the Pentagon sound very
familiar. What President Bush
means of course, by "Not another
Vietnam" is that this time we will
not restrain ourselves.This time we
won't hold back. (I wouldn't have
characterized our role in the
Vietnam War as one of restraint;
but it could be that George has a
vastly differen t perspectiveon it,as
he was running the CIA in those
days.)
We won't hold back becausewe
know that this time there is no
danger that the battle over Kuwait
sheik's oil property could escalate
into a nuclear volley with Mother
Russia. Now we can really go for it.
Every war toy in the arsenal can be
rolled out and fired.Blast 'em good!
Tl .ere's no one in the entire world to
stopusnow,and if they tried, where
might they end up if the "New World
Order " comes.
It is a bit scary to realize that the
only thing holding back Uncle Sam
from totally annihilating the Iraqi
people is our public conscience,
which has been a notoriously fickle
guide for us in the past.
The rationale we've assumed for
this war has been heard before. It 's
the same explanation used by the
abusive parents and battering husbands of the world. As the police
take them away, they try to make
Warcontintied on page14
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Op inions
As a student, what do you think your
obligations are to the war in the Persian Gulf?

Q &T% Q
£3®\JUO©

Maggie Lacey 91
To know what's going on as much
as I can. I think support is important
for our soldiers regardless of how one
feels about us being there.

Jody Cox '91
To be informed, to understand,
and to support what's going on over
there.

Keith Thomajan '91
It seems that our obligations as
students should transcend a simple
knowledge of the situation. Dialogue
and debate are.basic and should be
encouraged in any number of ways.

Keith Tashima '94
I don't think there is much I can
do. I don't want to sign up right
now. I feel sort of like a fifth wheel
at this time.

Louisa Merianos '93
To remain informed and to remember the people who are fighting.

Away from the war^ use your educa tion to t ake a st and
By Chip Smith

OPINIONS EDITOR

The young man isn't an officer
and a gentleman. He doesn't
remotely resemble fighter pilot/
volleyball expert movie stars like
Tom Cruise. He's not flying a
Nintendo super-plane through the
skies of Iraq. Most of all he is a long
way away from the ail-American
good guy image that has been so
masterfully produced by armed
services advertising. The young
man is my cousin, Bryan Johnson.
He is a skinny,twenty-yearold boy,
who has been asked to step into
man-sized responsibilities of an
international campaign. He is a
private in the United States Army
stationed somewherein the Persian
Gylf. So far, my cousin's
contribution to Desert Storm has

been driving an arms supply truck.
I don't think,that Bryan grew up
wanting to be a private in the
military. At age eighteen with very
limited options, he chose to use the
Army to open areas of life that have
been available to me since birth.
Unlikemycousin,I neverwondered
if I would go to college. Like many
students at Colby,my most pressing
concern as an eighteen-year-oldwas
which small, costly, New England
school would be willing to accept
my mediocre high school
performance as justification for a
higher education.
For my cousin, the army meant
that there was a chance that he
wouldn't be forced by economics to
remain just a high school graduate
the rest of his life. He would have
enlisted regardless of whether he
had been given prior knowledge
that he could die in the deserts of the
Middle East. There was no courage

or bravado in that decision. At the
time, Bryan didn't have any other
choices.
I have written about Bryan
because it helps me to focus my
feelings about the Gulf crisis. Like
many Americans, I have been
overwhelmed . by the media
explosion since January 16. I've
been seducedby nightly news film
clips showing off all of our "high
tech" weaponry. I go to the papers
each morning expecting, even
hoping for, new and impressive
Gulf developments.
I am
when
such
disappointed
developments don't occur.
I have had front row seats to
both sides of the war protests. In
Atlanta,I wasoverwhelmed by the
pro-war demonstrators with their
Americanflags and patriotic fervor.
At the same time, I was devastated
to learn that violentanti-warprotest
had erupted in San Francisco.

With all the intricacies of this
war, I have found it easy to simply
accept its existence while ignoring
its reality. Reality is that my cousin
Bryan, like so many thousands of
Americans, is in Saudi Arabia
preparingtofight in thewar.Reality
is that while he is fighting, I will
remain at college. Since education
is the reason Bryan must fight, I
have decided to use my education
for understandingeverythingabout
his fight.
Take a side in the Persian Gulf
war! As students, we have been
given exceptional resources for
understanding all aspects of this
type of event. More importantly,
expand your feelings for the war
and make them available to others
who are unaware, disinterested,or
unwilling to become intimately
involved with an event that is sure
to affect so much of our country. As
members of the academic elite, we

are obligated to share our opinions
and knowledge with the rest of the
country. Since we are able to study,
we must learn to teach.
Find a side and demonstrate
for it. If you support the war,let this
campus know. Ifyou feelthewar is
inappropriate, don't confine your
to
personal
opinions
discussions.Take your educated
ideas to the community and to the
rest of the country. Since you have
been given the opportunity to
develop an educated voice, learn to
use that voice.
Finally, if you do decide to
protest the war,protest our position,
not the women and men involved.
Don'tabandon thesoldiers because
they are fulfilling this nation's
foreign policy. The person you
protest may well be my cousin
Bryan who would give anything to
be out of the desert, and up on
Mayflower Hill.Q

Don't attend Hershey's IVe been thinking.. ?
school of j ournalism

tho classes I originally elected., and was
stopped from taking two other courses at
OKE I? QR N0T •
registration.Manyothers had simllarresults.
made up of primarily lower class men and
I realise that ewrywu. can't take th* same:
women,including a disproportionatelyhigh
A lot hat*happened at Colby and in the classosvbut seniorsshoulddefinitetybe^iven
rate of minorities. Certainly this group does world Since the last Bckr was published in more priority*They don't get another oytnot describe the Colby student population, December.Vvechasen to addressa fewof the portunity totakfitheda_pesthe/reexcluded
yet, many of us are touched by the war in Issues th$t I believetn^ imost relevant to oot from*
some why or another. We have brothers or t«%tmfor the*econd*^ostw. Of iconrtfcthe
Unfortunately, class selection is not tho
sisters or friends who are there.
most important development has been the only problem with Colby'sacademicsystenv
For the first few days of the war, this realization of our earlier fears that wewould as the classes tbemselve$aspe becoming dte*
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to *olve tho resulting- conflic& I bono that atmosphere Colbyprides itself upon. While
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as progressive as the activities at Bates, but tam't worth kftlrngtbousandsof eoldtewnnd in tho.ht$nt major * awi not moving tho
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By Matt Lehman

THROWING STONES
Earlier this year, at a workshop held for
Echo sta ff prior to school, Director of
Communications Ed Hersheyled a discussion
about The Echo and itsroleatColby. Hershey,
who has extensive experience in journa lism,
both on the college and professional level,
felt that the Echo should stick to Colby news,
and Colby news alone. He suggested we
leave the world and national news to the
Times or the Globe. He also went on to say
that opinions or columns reallyhave no place
being in a college paper, implying that
students don't really have the worldl y
knowledge to be able to write a worthy
column.
I took offense at Mr. Hershey's words,
and I have been wanting to toss a few stones
in his direction for a long time. Now it seems
to be especially appropriate in light of the
events that are happening around the world
and at Colby.
The war in the gulf is something that
pervades our whole existence, but if Mr.
Hershey had his wish, the front page of the
Echo would talk about a new professor, or
maybe a recent play. But the war is real,even
if it doesn't effect so many here. It is obvious
our armed forces, especially the infantry, is
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Arts & En terta inment

Competent casts deliver threepenny Opera"
By Scott Callan
STAFF WRITER
Last week s "Threepenny
Opera" came across with the usual
professionalism and quality one
comes to expect from campus
productions. Under the stage
direction of Performing Arts
professor Richard Sewell and the
musical direction of Music
Department professor Paul
Machlin, the show was both a
fountain of new ideas as well as a
renovation of John Gay's 1728
production of "The Beggars'
Opera,"which has survived the test
of time and remains a classic in
world literature.
A minor problem in the musical
aspect of the performance was that
the orchestraand the singersseemed
to be competing for volume,leaving
the audience straining to hear and
missing many of the "jabs"
contained in the lyrics.
Rebecca Pease'91 designed a set
that was a combination of
minimalist and full blown that

Vanessa Lloyd, SteveEarp and Portia Walker perform in a combinedmusic and pe rforming arts show
served to keep the audience from "detached. " Sewell smoothly
becoming tooentangled in the story blended in Brecht's desires by
thus forgetting the satirical aspect breaking the fourth wall with actors
author Brecht brought to the play. talking to the audience, or calling
It was noted in the program that for a spotlight.
The cast itself was for the most
it was Brecht's intention to keep the
audience
from
becoming part very good, but some of the
"emotionally entangled" in the plot. supporting actors and actresses
Rather, he wanted them to be were lost under the more vibrant

performances given by their peers.
Interestingly,thelead actorsand
actresses switched off their lead
roles for supporting roles on
Wednesday/ Fridayand Thursday/
Saturday. Dan Raymont '91 and
Steve Earp '92 switched off playing
the lead of MacHeath the role of
Jackie Brown. This writer caught

the show with Earp as Mac with a
"tough guy"charm,while Raymont
was an oily, ingratiatingly slick
Brown.
Of the switching of roles, Earp
said that it was difficult because
when his two characters interacted,
he had to pick up on twice the
amount of cues. But he added that
"The confusion can be great," he
said.
Working with two different
directors, and essentially two
different casts would make one
believethat there would be conflicts,
both personal and creative.
However,Margaret Russell'92,who
gave a superb performance in the
role of Jenny, Mac's old flame, felt
that that was not the case.
"It enriched the whole process
to watch two completely different,
but deeply effective Macs and
Jennysemerge"shesaidaddingthat
"there were no tensions or
jealousies."
Look for upcoming productions
at Colby, including Shakespeare's
"Twelfth Ni ght ," and Sam
Sheppard's "Seduced." ?

Robert Wilson's works on exhibit in Boston
By Audrey Wittemann
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

"Robert Wilson's Vision" at the Museum
of Fine Arts in Boston is an exciting new
exhibition,probably likenothing you'veever
seen.
The innovative display of contemporary
artwork opened last week and will run
through April 21.
Robert Wilson, an artist recognized
internationally for the many media he uses in
his contemporaryart,combinestheater pieces,
drawings, furniture, sculpture, videos, and
sound works.

An early success at combining art and
theater was hiscontemporaryopera,"Einstein
on the Beach,"written in 1976.The production
combined sophisticated light, movement,
dialogue, and artists, creating numerous
works which combine many media.
Wilson himself designed this exhibition
at the Museum of FineArts,which is set up in
three large rooms. The works are displayed
according to the moods which Wilson
associates with his artworks and involves
complicated light and sound effects. All the
pieces come from the numerous
contemporary theater productions he has
done and range from drawings and paintings
to furniture and moving displays.
Viewers enter the exhibition by passing

Steve's Restaurant:
Save your money *
BY THE HIGH STREET
GOURMETS
Having had a few months off to
refine our palates, The High Street
Gourmets ventured out into
Waterville on a chilly Sunday ni ght
to taste the best the city had to offer.
Wedidn'tfind it. Veteran Gourmets
#1 & #3, accompanied by
newcomers M & #5, will tell you
one thing about trying this: do it
early. We tried a number of
restaurants between 8and 8:30 p.m.,
until we finally found one that was
open, Steve's Restaurant.
Steve's is located on the same
block as Silver Street Tavern and
The Last Unicorn, in the corner of
thc Concourse. It is one of those
places that thc gourmets have seen,
but never ventured into. Whether
bychoiccorcircumstanccwefound
ourselves in the fairly empty
restaurant. Steve'swasoncca movie
theater, so it still has a high ceiling
and a widcopen feeling.Thisovcrall
decor isenhanced by movie posters

on the wall,but being one of the few
people there, the ambiance was
lacking. An airplane hanger came
to mind.
However, we the gourmets do
not judge a book by its cover, and
we reserved judgement until the
food came. Finally.
We began with a sampling of
the extensive beer, wine, and
cocktail list. Gourmet #3 decided to
go with the house wine, a Paul
Masson Burgundy($1.95). Bad idea.
For appetizers, Gourmets #1 & #3
opted for the French onion
soup($2.25). Another wrong move.
It was served lukewarm at best,
with insufficient cheese to cover its
lack of taste. Gourmet #4 sampled a
stuffed clam dish($2.95), which was
a little doughy without much of a
seafood taste. Gourmet #5, an
adventurous type, chose the
cscargot($3.50). An experienced
snail man, Gourmet #5 found them
bland.
WhilcSteve'shasavaried menu,
it scorns tof specialize in Italian
Stcve s continued on page 14

through a long hallway with photographs of
statues accompanied by nature sounds and
still light patterns on the floor. This corridor
draws one into the expansive first room with
bri ghtly lighted white walls. It is dominated
by pieces of modern furniture displayed on
the floor and hanging from the ceiling, and
has a few paintings and drawings on the
walls.Thisroom,representingthebrightness
of the early part of the day, is followed by a
gray room and then a darkened room ,
symbolizing the progression from day into
night.
Room Two's gray walls are covered with
graphite drawings related to the many operas
which Wilson has done. In the center of this
room stands a model of one of Wilson's theater

sets. A bizarre structure of a man seated
inside a mammoth foot of an elephant and
surrounded by rats, it makes more sense
upon reading the history of the dramatic
production it comes from.
The elephant is from a statue erected by
Napoleon at the Place of the Bastille, and the
man represents the curator of the statue. This
strange combination of details symbolizes
Wilson'sconcern fortherelationship between
the part and the whole in time.
The third room is dark, except for the
spotlighted artworks on the floor and a huge
display of flashing light which covers one
entire wall. This dominant piece is a grid of
complicated panels which blink in
Exhibit continued on page 13

Poetry and memoirs:Sting returns
By Dan Raymont
DJ JAZZES CURB

After suffering from writer's
block created in large part by the
death of his parents, Sting (Stewart
Goddard) returnsto the music scene
with his brilliantly poetic, third solo
album, "Soul Cages."
After spending time with the
KaiapO Indians of Brazil's Amazon,
Sting realized that many of the so
called "civilized" ideas from the
industrialized nations were far
removed from our own well being
and moreimportantly of our planet.
Because of his experience in Brazil,
"Soul Cages" involves death as a
central theme.
Thc first track on "Soul Cages,"
"Island of Souls" begins with Sting
recounting his first memories as a
child growing up in Newcastle,
England. He tells of his struggle to
avoid following in the footsteps of
his father,who worked in thodreary
shipyards until the day of his death.
"And six days a week he [Sting]
would watch his poor father/ a
working man livelikea slave/ he'd
drink every night and he'd think of
the future / of money ho never
would save/ and Billy would cry

when he thought of the future."
'The Ship"appears throughout
the album as a symbol of freedom.
"One day he dreamed of the Ship in
the world / it would carry his father
and he/ to a place they would never
be found / to a place far away from

this town."
"Mad about you,"an intricately
arranged ballad, deals with time as
a centraltheme. Ittellsofoneman's
agony as he waits for his loved one
to give herself to him completely, ft
Sting continued on page13

Shows at 7 and 9:30 p.m.

WHA T'S GOING
ON...

Nothing But Trouble. Chevy Chase,Dan
Aykroyd, and Demi Moore team for the
biggest waste of talent Hollywood has seen
in at least a decade. This film went through
at least three directors before it was finally
patched together. Save your money.

White Fang. About a man and his dog.
Rated PG. Shows at 7 and 9:20 p.m.

The Little Mermaid. This Disney Classic
will be showing from Tonight through
Saturday night at 7and 9:15p.m. The price is
really cheap ($2), and the show is in Lovejoy
100. There is also a half priced matinee on
Saturday at 3 p.m.
Railroad Square Cinema
Between Main St. and College Ave.
873-6526
A student membership is only $20 and in
addition to keeping this unique cinema in
business, it entitles you to discounts on
Tuesday nights,plus other surprise bonuses.
Tonight only:Festival of Animation.This
is actually a series of short, animated films
done by some of the most creative animators
today. The stories range from the beginnings
of the universe to life from the view point of
a one year old. The show starts at 8:40 p.m.
Don't miss it.
Starting Friday, catch Winona Ryder,
Diane Wiest, and Johnny Depp in the
surprisingly unglamorous role in Tim
Burton's ("Batman," "Beetlejuice") Edward
Scissorhands. Like "Beetlejuice," this film
examines the horror story within the safe,
suburban setting, and like "Beetlejuice," this
film contains the woman that neither
Hollywood nor Johnny Depp can get enough
of (he even has "Winona forever"tattooed on
his arm)—Winona Ryder. Anyway,check it
out and see for yourself.
Hoyt's Cinema
ive
J.F.K. Dr
873-1300
Home Alone. John Hughes' latest film
about a child left at home alone and the havoc
that hecreates.Theusual Hughes film,which
unbelievably out cashed even "TheGodfather
III" irvthe box office. If you miss it this week,

LASTCHANCE TONIGHT:
Mermaids.
Starring Cher, Bob
Hoskins...and Winona Ryder. I haven't heard
anything good about this film from anyone
whose opinion I respect. However, it does
star Winona Ryder and it does feature the
stellar singing of Cher in its sound track.
Everyonehas to admit that the "Shoop Shoop"
song is one of best of recent release.
Thankfully, this film closes after tonight.
Shows at 7:10 and 9:35 p.m.
Awakenings. Apparently Robert DeNiro
and Robin Williams both give the
performances of their careers under the
tutilage of Director Penny (La verne) Marshall
(who also directed "Big"). All this, in the
"feel good" film of the season. Rated PG-13.
Shows at 7 and 9:30 p.m.
Look Who's Talking, Too. Another
pointless sequel which, again features the
voice of Bruce Willis,plus the voice of Rosanne
Barr. Stars Kirstie Alley and Joh n Travolta.
Rated PG. Show at 7:20 p.m.
Run. And get away from this film as fast
as you possibly can. Rated R. Show at 9:30.

At Raoul' s Roadside Attraction in
Portland , every Sunday is home to
"Unplugged" nig ht: all acoustic- sets
performed by local musicians. Every
Wednesday night,theRed Light Revuedance
band plays. Women admitted free! This
Thursday night , "The Mamas & the
Papas"(yes, they are still around!) will be
performing. Call 773-6886 for ticket
information.
At the Dry Dock,on Commercial Street in
Portland , the Friday, "U The Man" and
"Bobhouse"are performing. Check out these
two new bands. Call 774-3550 for ticket
information.
At Champions this Wednesday night is
College night. Cover is a mere $3.00, and
drafts are only 750 each.
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Dances With Wolves. Kevin Costner's
tour de force, and the first film this writer has
seen to treat Native Americans with the
Bates College (Olin Arts Center)
dignity that they deserve. Even though it "ElizabethMurray: Prints,"a comprehensive
definitely is "Hollywood," at least it is exhibition of lithographs, etchings and other
politically correct. Rated PG-13. Show at 7:30 prints by the famous New York artist. Open
p.m. This film is three hours long.
daily 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. For more information
on the latest exhibits, call 786-6158.
STARTINGTONIGHT
Bowdoin College ( Walker Art Building).
The Silence of the Lambs. Starring Jodie Joh n McKee, associate professor of art, will
Foster. Senior Jay Heimbach says that this discuss the exhibit,"The Hand-Held Camera"
film is superb,and extremely scary. So check this Sunday, Feb 17, at 3 p.m. The exhibit will
it out. Review in next week's issue. Rated R. be shown until March 3. Also "Recent

Sting

Exhibit
fourth part of theexhibit,featuring
video screens and modern chairs.
Here, one can purchase books
focusing on the Art of Robert
Wilson.
Born in Waco, Texas in 1941,
Wilson attended Pratt Institute in
New York in the late 1960s,where
hestudiedinteriordesignand fine
art as well as theater, dance and
film. His paintings and drawings
were displayed at a show in Paris
as early as the mid-1970s, but in
the following years,his interest in
dance, theater and music led him
to
mixing
media
in
unconventional ways.
If you find time to get to Boston
before April 21, when the
exhibition closes, make a point of
getting to the Museum of Fine
Arts to sec this innovative
show. Q

COlby College (Bixler Art Museum)

King Ralph. John Goodman plays king
for a day...or something like that. Call Hoyts
for Show times.

graduation...or until "Home Alone" comes
out on video. Whichever comes first. Rated
PG. Shows at 7 and 9:30 p.m.

Stu-A Filmof the Week

programmed patterns and has an
passes
"elevator" which
horizontally across the wall. A
small rocket with flashing red
lights ascends from one lower
corner of the room to the upper
corner on the opposite side of the
room on a thin cord .
Objects such as silver cowboy
boots and a bronze colored arm
are spotlighted on the floor of the
room. Unusual sound effects from
the
theater
productions
accompany this journey into
Wilson's world of contemporary
art.
After viewers havepassed from
day into night throughout the three
rooms they move into the special
gift shop which almost looks like a

Sleeping With the Enemy. Starring Julia
Roberts, this film is supposed to be a solid
thriller. Rated R. Call Hoyt's for show times.

it's sure to be showing at Hoyt s at least until

^^^^ ni

Continued from page12

STARTING FRIDAY

Acquisitions in Photography, 1987-1991" is
showing through March 30. For more
information, call 725-3000.

Continued from page12
begins, "I walked a lonely mile in
the moonlight/ and though a
million stars were shining/ my
heart was lost on a distant moon/
whirling in an arc of sadness/ I'm
lost without you...and I have never
in my life/ felt more alone than I do
now."
Sting intends this track to serve
as a general commentary on the
morals and values of today 's
societies, which are caught up in
material desires such as money. He
maintains that domination and
ownership are meaningless without
the presence of love.
"Jeremiah Blues (Pt 1)" is a
commentary on thc world in which
we live. In this cynical song, Sting
describes the world at a loss for
creativity and variety. "Ev ery place
around thc world/ it seems the

TheMuseumofArtin Bixler istemporarily
under renovation. Stay tuned for news of the
opening.
At Bates College this weekend, the
theater production "Danton 's Death," by
Georg Buchner will be presented. It's a story
based on the historical conflict between
French Revolutionary hero Georges Danton
and his rival Robespierre. It will be shown
tonight, Friday,and Saturday nights at 8p.m.
and Sunday at 2 p.m. Admission is $2. Call
786-6161 for reservations.
"Those Wild Women of Theory British
Feminists Writing Against the Great War"
Lecture with Phyllis Mannocchi, English
Department,today at 4:30 p.m. in the Whitney
Room in Roberts Union.
There will be an AA Open Meeting this
Saturday, Feb. 16, at 10 p.m. in the Chapel
Lounge.
For Black History Month, this Monday,
Feb.18at 7:30p.m., there will be an all campus
lecture with Julian Malveaux in Lovejoy 100.
Also, the film "Cotton Comes to Harlem"
will be shown on Tuesday at 7 p.m.
The Portland Concert Association
presents KODO, the spectacular Japanese
drumming ensemble, in concert on Tuesday,
Fe. 19 at 7:30 p.m. at the Portland City Hall
Auditorium. Guaranteed to be an electrifying
experience. Tickets are $25, $20,$15, and $10.
Call 772-8630 for ticket information.
The sophomore class will be holding a
blood drive on Tuesday, Feb. 19 from 1-7
p.m. You can sign up in the Student Center
this Thursday and Friday. Don't be shy, it 's
a worthwhile cause.

same/ can t hear the rhythm from
the drums."
Referring to recent political
figures (namely Reagan and Bush)
he continues "everyone told the
truth / all that we heard were lies."
He concludes that governments
around the world aremerely talking
about saving our planet instead of
acting. The seemingly unconnected
lyrics are complemented with funky
bass and drum beats, screaming
guitars, and floating synthesizers.
"Why Should I Cry for You?" is
a song that raises thc question, why
bother saving the planet? "Under
the dog star sail/ over the reefs of
moonshine/the stones of Favre/
...why should I cry for you?/ dark
angels follow me/ over a godless
sea/ mountains of endless falling/
for all my days remaining/ what
would ba>truc...why must I think of
you?/ why must I?/ Why should
I?"
"The Wild Wild Sea," a track

Compiled By Cory Snow
STAFF WRITER

that combines all of the central
themes from "Soul Cages," is filled
with crashing symbols and eerie
guitars, creating a haunting and
surreal quality. Sting, although
claiming that in this album, he has
steered clear of environmental
issues, has once again in this song
touchedon the ancient relationship
between man and nature.
The sea, described in the
beginning of the song as being
peaceful, turns violent as the song
progresses. "Thegentle sigh turned
to a howling/ and the grey sky she
angered black/ and my anxious
eyes searched thc horizon/ with
the gathering sea at my back."
In his latest album, Sting has
made few compromises with his
Top 40 listeners in terms of what
they want to hear. "Soul'Cages"is a
very poetic collection of personal
memories, which, from a man who
has experienced life as Sting has, is
not surprising. Q
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continuedfrom pag e10
peopleunderstand why fhey killed
their wife, or put their child in the
hospital. "He wouldn't stop. I
asked him and I asked him,but he
wouldn't stop. He just kept wising
off. So I hit him. If he'd ju st done
what I said, there'd h ave been no

problem."
A f ew years down the road
we'll have a hard time explaining
to our children how the moral
substanceof 1991America proved
so thin, that the majority of the
population (80+percent in most
polls)deludeditself intobelieving
that there was no option to carpet
bombing Baghdad.
Doug Morrione '93

war, and I know people that feel
very strongly on both sides. Tome,

one of the strongest forms of
education is to debate these
conflicting views. Our generation
legislation) and from others that we is dealing with its first war,and we
wouldn't be. Instead, we have a are exp eriencing feelin gs th at we
fonun on Colby in the year 2000. have neverfelt before. I don't think
Colby's future is very close to my that Colby should follow the Ed
heart,but our men and women are Hershey school of j ournalism and
dying thousandsof milesaway,and pretend that the war isn't there. It
I feel that Colby 2000 can wait.
is, and we need to talk an d learn
I am personally opposed to the about it.Q
continuedfrom page 11
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Pitcher of
Rolling Rock
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Steve

Continuedfrom Page 12
dishes. So, wegenerally stuck
with Italian food. Gourmet #3had
lasagna with pepperoni and
mozzerella($7.95). He thought it
was too heavy on the ricotta and
not enough meat.The portion was
large, but not palatable.
Gourmet #1 went with the
classic, veal parmigiana($9.50),
which wasokay.Gourmet #5went
with a pricier entree, th e baked
stuffed shrimp($11.95), and he
thought they were good,
definitely an anomaly. Gourmet
#4 ordered the chicken
marsala($950),whichheenjoyed,
but the portion could have been
larger.
In some cases,bad food can be
overcome by good service and
atmosphere. Steve's defies that
theory. Although we were one of
the only parties, we not only had
to pour our own water, but
Gourmet #1 felt right at home
sitti ng in the m idst of a bottle
strewn table for most of the meal.
With the time it took,our waitress
might have doubled as the cook,
but who knows?
Ingeneral,Steve'scameon the
low end of the Gourmets' scale.
While wc all walked away full, it
was not a pleasant feeling, more
of a bloated one. Wc cannot
recommend Steve'sbecauseof its
priciness, its open ambiance, and
mediocre service. Q
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GLENROCK SPRINGS
Delivered To Your Door

Now you can have GLENROCK springs delivered to your
campus dorm room or office.
• Great Tasting, Healthy Mineral Water.
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- Delivery To Your Door Every Other Week.
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• Bottled In Convenient Ono Gallon Jugi
That Fit Easily In Your Refrigerator.
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¦Optional 5 Gallon Spring Water Dispenser Available.
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¦SPECIAL 2fi% Discount on 4 Gallon Delivery )

Delivery Begins Week of Feb.18-Ends Week of May 6
Subscription Deadline is February 15
Questions Regarding Special Orders or The Optional 5 Gallon Water Dispenser May be Directed
lo Mott Dumas at x6592 or B73-5103.

order
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l
Form
To order your delivery of GLENROCK SPRINGS simply fill out required Information below and
pay with cash,check, VISA, MasterCard or American Express In the Colby Bookstore. Or,
enclose order form with check or money
'
,
older (made out to PurpWater Distributors)
Nam0
In on envelope addressed to Box 6592,
Send Through Campus Mall,
notwonco Han Adoiou
PI»ok> Chock Iho Amount OtGLF.NKOCK SPRINGS
Minora! WatorVou Who to Ordor ror.nd Somo.for.

(
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Phon0 Numbor

rn 2 Gallon Dollvory or GLENROCK SPItlNGS
Evoty Olhoi WooU For 2 nd Somnslot

$20,00

(-1 4 Gallon DollVOtV Of OUENROCK SPRINOS
Every OlhotWookFot 2nd Somostor
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JS0.00

? 5 Gallon Dollvory Of GLENROCK SNllNOS
Every Othor Wook For 1 it Somoiter,
Includes Wotor Dlsponsor Rontol and
Dotllo Doposlt (910 rotund at Jwnoitor'iand)

$69.60

.
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iavo $10 Whon You Ordor 4 Gallons of GLENROCK SPRINGS
WITH THE 25% DISCOUNT
RATHER THAN PAY M0, YOU PAY ONLY $30 FOR DODDLE THE WATERI
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By Andrea Rrasker
NEWS EDITOR

Safety and Securityofficers voted 7 to 1to
join the United Plant Guard Workers of
America on Dec. 20.
The union,located in Roseville,Michigan,
gives security officers a measure of job security, as well as a chance to negotiate a
contract with benefits such as health insurance.
"The College can no longer employ at
will," said Security Officer Jim Dickinson.
"There is now a disciplinary process that

photoby Tara Taupier

Security officers are now protected by union.

they have to go through before anyone is
terminated. There is something written in
the [Colby's] employee's handbook that
there's supposed to be some procedure we
can go through fin negotiations with Colby],
but we're not all keen on the employee's
handbook. With the union they [Colby] have
no choice."
Safety and Security has been in the process of forming a union since late fall, said
Dickinson. The next step now that the union
has passed is to put together a contract,which
theunion'sbusinessagent will negotiatewith
Colby, according to Dickinson. "We haven't
gotten our contract together yet to the point
of contacting the College," he said. "We just
hope we get a decent contract out of it."Q
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Recycle this Echo
i

MOMDAY/ TUESDAY
get a 16" cheese pizza and two colas

for only

Study in one of SU' s academic programs in England, France , Italy,
Spain, Germany, Israel, Poland, Hungary, Czechoslovakia and other

1
"""
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locations for a semester,a year or a summer of study abroad.
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Name

__

_

;

Address
City

_J

£M a j t m K / m >phone

HipCI school

State

¦

Zip

1

SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY DIVISION OF INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS ABROAD
119 Euclid Avenue , Syracuse , New York 13244-4170 (315) 443-3471
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offer good Monday & Tuesday 11 a.m. ¦1 a.m.
not valid with any other offer
customer pays sales tax and bottle deposit
limited delivery area to ensure safety
our drivers carry less than $20

CALL US: 873-0100
40 ELM ST., WATERVILL E
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Classic designer clothing for men and women.
Bring your valid college ID and receive
an additional 15% off the ticketed price.
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The Beautiful Choice™

1,000s of JOBS
1

at your fingerti ps.
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in Christian organizations. You
can find a job with mission and
meaning. Call or write today!
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Wbmcn have always spoken out against injustice
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DAVE'S
BARBERSHOP
TUES-FRI: 7.30-5:00
SAT: 7:30-12:00
873-1010

45 MAIN STREET
WATERVILLE

J FACTORY

Kittery Outlet Village,
Route 1, Kittery (207) 439-5810

STORE

10 Bow Street ,
Freeport (207) 865-3180

Discount applicable on turnsole Items only. Offer expires February 28th,
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Applicant numbers for next
year's first year class are down by
four percent thisyear, although late
applications are still trickling in,
said Parker Beverage, Dean of Admissions and Financial Aid.
Just over 3,000 applications have
arrived at Eustis for evaluation,said
Beverage. Colby does not stand
alone with lower applications, as
application pools have dropped
about five percent at both Amherst
and Williams.
"High school seniors will find
that they have greater options this
year," he said.
According to both Beverage and
a report prepared for the New England Bureau of Higher Education,
a nation-wide decrease in the
population of 17-year-olds plays a
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major role. In the six-state New England region the number of public
high school graduates dropped 19
percent and is expected to continue
dropping until the mid 1990s, said
the release.
Recruiting more intensively
from the West and South is one
strategy for maintaining a strong
applicant pool. Marketing will play
a significant role,while Colby plans
to be more aggressive in the next
four to six years in attracting applicants, said Beverage.
Although admissions islessthan
a fifth of the way through the processof constructing the class of 1995,
a third of the class has alread y been
admitted under the early decision
plan - the highest portion of any
class at Colby to be admitted early,
said Beverage. While all 50 states
and about 49 countries are represented in the applicant pool, the
process of filling the remaining slots
has just begun.Q
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"At the Very Least, You Can Feast on the Beast"

ATTENTION! I ATTENTIONS 1 ATTENTIONS I
THE COLBY4N-CORK PROGRAM
HAS SOME ANNOUNCEMENT S TO MAKE:

Succes s can be

1) WE ARE NOW OFFERI NG A FALL SEMESTER OPTION...

a matter of making

STUDENTS WISHING TO STUDY ABROAD FOR THE FALL
SEMESTER ONLY NOW HAVE THE OPPORTUNITY TO STUDY IN
CORK, IRELAND.

the rig ht
COnnectionS -

Report/ng & Writing D
Magazine Publishing ?
Broadcast Journalism ?
Newspaper Management D
The new curriculum D
in Integrated Advertising/
Marketing Communications
Make a connection,
A Medill representative will be at

Or call 1/708/49 1-5228.
Modlll School of Journalism Graduate Programs
Northwes tern Univers ity

2) THE DEADLINE FOR APPLICA TIONS FOR NEXT YEAR'S
FALL & FULL YEAR PROGRAM S HAS BEEN EXTENDED

I
j

TO... MARCH 15.

3) FEB RUARY 27 : COLBY-IN-CORK NIGHT: AN INFORMAL
INFORMATIONAL SESSION WITH NEXT YEAR'S DIRECTOR, LAST
YEAR'S DIRECTOR, AND SENIORS FROM LAST YEARS PROGRAM.
AT 7:00 IN THE MARY LOW COFFEEHOUSE...MUNCHIES, TOO!

FOR DETAILS , SEE PROF. ART CHAMPLIN , AREY 114 (X3326),
OR
THE OFF-CAMPUS STUDY OFFIC E, MILLER 009 (X3648)

Ski teams aim for Division II champs
Liz Bancroft '94.
Despite losing captain Mark
_ i__i
¦M_H_H_n_H_^-rt-_iM^-n-a~a-n-H-B-i--HKi____
Radclif fe '92 to a knee injury in the
Spending one winter in Water- begining of the season, the men's
ville, Maine would make it obvious team has managed to put together a
that this area is ideal for skiing. good year. The team has a good
With Sugarloaf nearby, snow al- chance of winning the Division II
ways on the ground,and cold tem- event. The men are led by Chris
peratures,everything is in place for Either '93. Either has finished in the
top five in all of the team's meets
the Colby ski team.
The team actually consists of making up for the loss of the capfour different groups of skiers, the tain.
On the nordic side the men have
men's alpine and nordic team and
dominated
Division II competition.
the women's al pine and nordic
The
team's
captain Marc Gilbertteam, each with five or six skiers.
son'91
has
continued
hisvictorious
The season for these skiers is long
ways
from
last
season,
winning all
and cold and all of their hard work
will be put on theline this weekend of the teams races. He has a chance
when Colby hosts the Division II at winning the All-East award for
championships in North Conway skiing, and also to qualify for the
N. H. for alpine and at Troll Valley, NCAA championships, a feat he
Maine for nordic, with winners go- accomplished last year.
"Mark made it to the nationals
ing to the Division I championships
last year and should be able to do it
at Middlebury.
The season for the al pine team again. It is outstanding for a Diviconsisted of five meets spread out sion ll skiertoqualif y for tius event,"
over five weekends.Thealpine team said teammate Sean Skaling- '9l.
competes with ten other teams in- Skalinghas stayed in the path of his
cluding M.I.T., Wellesley College, captain finishing a place or two
Saint Micheals, and Bowdoin. The behind Gilbertson.
»
For the women,the number one
women'steamhas won threemeets,
and arestill waiting for results from skier is captain Hilary Greene '91.
last weekend's meethosted by New She is followed by Jen Greenleaf
England College and a meethosted '92, Jenny Dorsey '93, Eric Mihear
'92,Lili Eckhardt '91,Sandy Benson
by Johnson State.
The team is led by number one '94, Grethchen Skea '93, and finally
skier Captain Ellyn Paine '91 who Susan Benson '94 who has served
has placed in the top three in almost as an alternate for the team. Greenevery event along with number two leaf and Dorsey have combined
skier Jen Comstock '93. Nikki Va- with Greene to make this team
deboncoeur '92 is the third skier strong going into the championfollowed by Sara Barker '94, Susan ships.
The teams have been working
Gertsberger'91,MollyBach'93,and
and training for the Division II
By Elliott Barry

STAFF WRITER

team, and this group is very confident about winning the big meet
for the sixth year in a row. "We
have a very young and strong team.
We are also very close as a team,
and there is support from every
personyou turn to,"Vadeboncoeur
said.
The success of the team can be
attributed to a lot of things, but the
most important has to be training.
"The great training we got in the
begining of the season is now putting us above the rest of the teams,"
Vadebencoeur said.
The nordic teams havealso been
tested during the season by some
Division I talent. In one meet, the
men's nordic team beat the University of New Hampshire, Castleton
University, and tied Cornell. "We
have an outstanding Division II
team, and the competition against
Division I schools has helped our
confidence extremely," Skalirtg
said.
The ski team is one of the few
that has a chance to compete in a
Division I event. They have worked
hard throughout the season, and
everythingnow comes down to this
weekend. The teams are confident
p hoto by Matt Sargent that both men and women will advance to Middlebury.
Captain Ellyn Paine '91 hopes to skipast the competition this weekend and
Even if the teams do not qualify
head to the Division 1 championships at Middlebury.
for Middlebury,there have alread y
championships throughout the be able to go Middlebury. If we been individual qualifiers, includyear. The meet forces the alpine keep our heads in the meet, we can ing Either, Paine, Comstock and
and nordic teams to depend on each win," said Either.
Vadeboncoeur for al p ine and
The alpine men will be helped Gilberston for the nordic team.With
other because the final results will
be the combined score of the teams. by the certain domination of the such a tight knit group though, the
The teams expect to advance to event by the nordic men's team. On season will really not be fulfilled
the Division I meet at Midddlebury. the other hand the women's nordic unless both teams advance as a
"I feel pretty confident that we will team will be helped by the alpine unit.Q

Women s squash
3-2 at Howe Cup

"nothing fancy, no great coaching," she was
eager to attribute success to her "older spots
By Paul Argiro and Jonathan Walsh reasserting themselves."
SPORTS EDITOR and
Co-Captain Liang was clearly the leader
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
of the pack when it game to assertive squash,
going undefeated in fivematches.To Aboud,
The women's squash team travelled down there was no doubt that for as well "as she's
to Yale University in New Haven to play in been playing, she's looking to move up the
the annual Howe Cup. The tournament fea- ladder." Liang was so dominant in fact, that
tured 26 teams from around the country, sheonly lost onegame in each of two matches,
divided intofourdivisionsofequalability.In and shut out her other threeadversaries for a
their division,Colby was able to beat three of record of 15-2.
their five opponents.
Despite a great individual performance,
After losing their first seven positions last the women depended on equal performance,
year to graduation, this season the team was as has been typical of the team. Goglak and
forced to rely on less seasoned players to CRourke,who occupy the one and two spots,
push them over the top in ekeing out close contributed to all-around effort by posting
three wins can in five matches. To Aboud it
victories.
"Usually, it s been our numbers six was clear that the veterans had done their
through nine pulling our matches/'Coach part. 'Tor Twisty and Christy to win three
Paula Aboud said. A team which was ex- (matches) at Howe Cup is excellent/' she
pected tobe "makeshift"atbest,individually said.
has been forced to carry heavy burdens
Although Colby had moretrouble in some
of its lower spots, the essence of teamwork
throughout the season.
Were this to have caused any of the was equivalent if not better than the perfor"veterans" to lose some of the edge that mance which earned Aboud and her team an
comes with being more experienced,it didn't award for togetherness last year. The Chaffee
show at this weekend's Howe Cup. This Award which is presented by Williams Colnotion was put shamelessly to rest by seniors lege, is not awarded to an individual school
Grace Liang, Twisty Gogolak, and Christy more than once, but as Aboud sees it, "if we
were eligible, this team would exceed even
CRourkc.
"It was great to have thc older players [last year's ] for togetherness."
For team powered by "nothing fancy,"
bounce back to earlier form, " said Aboud .
This proved to me that thc togetherness of Colby's performance at the Howe Cup
painted a pretty picture of how each player
this team has outshone every other team."
While she stopped short of pointing a has shared solid individual performances to
congratulatory finger at her own coaching, continually conceal any evidenceof a "makeby modestly praising thc team for relying on shift" team.Q

Ceremony of
awards commends
fine athletes
In fieldhockey,Mi-hele Kowell 'ft£ wasnam<Hito thei^ONafcionalA^domio$4aad
by the Cottegre Md Hockey Cterctoa
Association*Shetea dean's list student and
«ommendabte~
wasthe second leadingscorer om team with
CharlotteRe***'91and JirileCollard '£1 tow goals and two assist.*
of the women's.soccer team wore flawed to
EtebraMaeWaltet^lbrotaaherown 1990
the p$ Q AMAttae 8«xsw team* This was
IRocce'* fourth conSCcutivto appeajtmtfe cm Colby Pentathlon ream* when she scored
the toam and Collard'& first, Collard was the $,l$ 9Mim\nf oMwwtmm<&MVA\<&M
team's leading mr& with , our goal* and )an«!i6/i1^Qlkot{A6wpa$$o^H«iryeafOtdrocord
fcw<* assists, Rmk* wa$ tho «**MKt loading of 3,072 points and sho looks to earn hor
scorer With th*c&goalsand on» assist #h« U fourth AU-Ame?fcan title a. the NCAA
alsoColby*6thtTdhighestscorerwith4dpoints Division .11 Mom*!Meet hold March fr#at
and second highest pa* - co*** . $Q), Ht sjce Ohio Westayati,
Also in women's indoor track,Jennifer
wanalso nam***totheNfewEnglandWomen's
mrtshom
*h \m$at threemiddle distance
&wttcr Association second team.
records,Ata meotat Harvard on Jan-27,sho
in
Continuing tuegood fortuneof the men's Set a ne^r sfchoal record the $00 mater run
soccer team,midfielder Brian Wta«fti»ki *9Z with a timeof &16*?.That qualifies hor for the
Was named to fhci. oCOnd team A1I»Anumcrtn NCAA Division lir National Meet in oiher
squad tot his play this fall* the N5CAA meets, $H* *k* a school rword in tho 1000
honored him at the annual convention in motorrwo on #<ib*£at Baleswhon shorecorded
Atlanta on Jaw, 12. Ho wa . the tww'. afartt a timeof 2*S&4» And most recently,sho seta
leading scorer With throo goate and fchrOo school tetwd and a Maine State Mew www*
assists and was named to tho Alt-New when Platan thertOO motors in t $5,9thtoj .a*t
England fixst team and the ATMMainc team* weokond at Colby in the annua!Maitio Stato
Doti& 0ppeh]hefwer'0£joined WtowtaRW on meet*
the All*Now Bngjand firat team*
And finally,this &Mtvday < ,. 2W victory
Chris Flint '92 was named to the Alt-Now
England $econd team* He was tho teawi'f l over Trinity g.ivo women's basketballcoach
loading worcr M$ wswott wlth'W guate and Giuno Detotonxo his 400th career wlnli
Tho followingAwards Worcgjvcnoutprior
to second semester*Somomay be known to
mast, but all are noteworthy and b%hty
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Critical Point

I-PLAY Update
By Beth Cronin

STAFF WRITER

ByF_taIArgiro
jSPOBTBEBTOK
I promised mys&f t wouldn't
writeab<Htf thisagaia bu_ sinceno
onewaspayingattendon tomethe
first time,1 figured iM reiterate
myself.The weightwow at Colby
College is a damn disgrace and
something must bo done about it
soon*
I spent a lot of my JanPlaa,
asidefrom my guitar lessons,in the
weight 100m, and so did a lot of
other men and women;,I also noticed a lot of men and women
fighting for space and divftigaftef
loose weightsas if to say J"JFinder;rs
keep ers, loser's weepers." I also
heard reports of Middiebttfy's illustrious weight room and how it
closely resembles tho ambtanceof

Cold's Cym*
Whatgoestfarougha recruit's
mtad when he sees the historic
Wad$worfch Cymy and the Alfond
Arena and the plentiful squash
courts and then he stumbles on a
squash court pretending to be a
weight room?What do coachessay
Jfarecruita&ks,"Where'sthorestof
It?" Ws a question I'veotfen asked
myselfeventhoughikaow/'Tha^s
rtttote-t*
Obviously,our sports pro*
grams are gaining: recognition almost daily yet they are forced to
trainand work out in art area best
suited lor a chessmatch*How muck
better- we'd be if we had, say
Middfebuty'spaiatialweightroom,

is t ough to &ty+And those who say
the weight room is fine now (although few, if any,say that at all)
d<> pot life and are not athletes ?
period*
Peopfearefntsfcrated in there.
People don't want to lift in there, I
don't wantto lift in there.But yet,
three or foar times a week*I find
myself walking into that squash
court and getting absolutely disgusted. I look at the football play*
ers and the basketball players and
the hockey players#nd the track
teams and i feel pity for them because they are getting the biggest
slap in the face when: they go in
there. Then, again,what choicedo
they haveO -

1

^

The I-PLAY volleyball season is
in full swing with only six dorms
remaining out of the original 20 in
the single elimination tournament.
The survivors in the heated
competition areJohnson A,Johnson
B, Averill A, Butler, Leonard, and
the Heights. The semi-finals and
finals will be played on Dec. Sin the
field house.
The I-PLAY committee is
planning an action-packed January

with a variety of sports offered to
combat those winter blues.The new
hockey system is finalized and a
draft will be instated to avoid the
stacked teams of previous years.
The new program, designed to
promote fair teams and tougher
competition, will begin the first
week of January. So, anyone
interested in playing should sign
up in the Stu-A office or contact
Chris Caponi before leaving for
break. Other possibilities for Jan
Plan include a ping-pong
tournament,
and
3-on-3
basketball!"!

Devastator of the Week
This week's Devastator
award goes to Jennifer Harthsorn
'94. In her first year,she has already
broken three school records in
middle-distance running. At a meet
held on Jan. 27 at Harvard, she set
the record in the SCOmeter running
a 2:16.7. A weeklater,at a meet held
at Bates,she set another record,this
time in the 1000 meter when she

recorded a time of 2:59.4. And finally, this past weekend, she set a
school record and a Maine State
record in the 600 meters by recording a time of 1:35.9. The meet was
held at Colby in the annual Maine
State meet. Congratulations to this
fine first-year runner who has already qualified for the NCAA Division HI National meet to be held
at Ohio Wesleyan on March 8-9. ?

2/9 Union 4 COLBY 1

Women's Basketball

Scoreboard
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2/8 COLBY 76 Wesleyan
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COLBY 89
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2/9 COLBY 77 Trinity 61
*

2/9 COLBY 82 Trinity 57

Men's Hockey
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2/20 BOWDOIN 7.00

Women's Hockey
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A lot of campus rapes start here.
When ever t here 's drinking or drugs, things can get out of hand.

i

,

,—,

.

Colby f orward Greg Becker
drivesby a group of Wesleyan defenders. See story page 20

1

pltoto by Francis Pultaro

,„.
So it 's no surpri se that many campus rapes involve alcohol.
Bu t you"houl d know tliat under any circumstances , sex wi thout
the ot her person's consent is considered fapc. A felony, punishable
by prison. And drinking is no excuse.
Tha t s wh y, when you party, ilk good to know what your limits are.
You sec, a lit t le sobering t hough t now can save you from a b i g
problem later.
<Q 1000 Rnpo TreatmentConlor, Snntu Monlcn Hoapiinl.

Men's hockey splits weekend Women's

basketball
sizzles .

By Marci Schwartz

STAFF WRITER

The Colby men's hockey was victorious
in Fridaynight'sgame over Hamilton College
6-2, but fell short in Saturday afternoon 's
matchup with Union College, 4-1.
Fridayswin left head coach Charlie Corey
saying, "It was definitely the best we've
played as a team in the 2 yearstbat I've been
here."The defense and goaltending excelled,
allowing only 13 shots on net. The offense
equalled the contribution by producing 6
goals, which is the most the team has scored
on the Division II level in 2 years.
The first goal of the game came in the
second period by Chris Caponi '91 and
assisted by CharlesRiopel '91and co-captain
Todd Urquhart '91. That was soon followed
by goals from Derek Bettencourt '92(William
Foster '92), Scott Phillips '92 (Foster,
Bettencourt) and another one from
Bettencourt (unassisted) ending the period
in a 4-1 lead.The third period brought goals
by Blair Weatherbie '94 (Bettencourt, Mark
Lombard '92) and Urquhart (Brenden
VanWynsbergh '91, Tim Sullivan '92).
The Mule's defeat on Saturday came
against a team who will be moving up to
DivisionI at the closeof the season.The game
was "played with a lot of heart,"according to
Corey. "We dominated the last 30 minutes of
the game. Back to back gameshave proven to
be very hard for us. Because of our lack of
depth, the top lines wind up playing a lot of
the game and wearout quickly. "Once again
the goaltending was very good," as Eric
Turner was faced with 24 shots on net.
The lone goal for Colby came at 6:07 in the
third period from Phillips (Mike Flynn '92,
Bettencourt) to bring the game to its 4-1 final

By Greg C*recco
CONTRIBUTINGTOTMS
This year's Colby women's basketball
teami&lu.vingasertsationa.yea-. Aftera 2-4
start, the team has won twelve of its last
fourteen game, and hasimproved itsrecord
$O l4r$*
The team isled thfeyearby forwards Liz
Chftitto <92 and ccH_&pta_r_ Kim Demngton.
*£L C.mEnt. leads the team m scoring and
rebounding Q7J& ppg, 93 tpg),while Derrington is close behind. CM.0 ppg, 9.0 rpg).
The starting five is rounded out by cemej.
Beth Montgomery'93, who's averaging an
amazing threeblocksfNgrgamcvguard Maria
Kim '9&T who leads the team in assists and
steals,and co-captain guard Dea«iteNewtoft
*£_? The team is also supported by tfathj*
Pooter '94 and Heather Beianger '92 of the
beach.
This past weekend, the team defeated
Wesleyan and Trinity handily,Fridaynight ,
the team defeated Wesleyan 76-54avenging
;
lasYyears'£CAC"loss* and then, defeated a
quality Trinity team by an equally convincing 77-61 scare
Fridayflight theteam was led by Cimino,
who had 3# points and & rebounds,and
Mantgomety,whohadl4pomtsJ rebounds*
photo by Sharon Labick and 3 blocks. She also shot 6 for? from the
Mark Lombard '92 gets tripped up against Union as
MikeMoloney '94 looksfor the puck. Colby split this
&?)& Thfc defense was $oH S* Colby Outweekend, beating Hamilton 6-2,then losing to Union 4-1.
rebounded W«&Ieyan5&2£and heldthem to
16at 3:30 p.m.and Bowdoin Feb. 20 at 7 p.m. 32percent shoatingfortheganteJncontrast,
score.
The White Mules are currently in ninth and if Bowdoin losesto both St. Anselmsand ColbyshotaterrifieSSi percentitem thefield.
Against Trinity on Saturday, the team
lace
fighting for a position in the ECAC Salem State then the Mules will make the
p
was
led by ftemngton* whoscored 1$points
tournament.
Both
victorious
in
their
two
games
will
be
played
at
play-offs.If the team is
off
7
for 12 shooting,and Ominoand Monthome.Q
remaining leaguegames against Babson Feb.
gomery* who «&ch got 13 points and 10 re-

Men's boons shooting for ECACs
for Colby wasguard John Daileanes'92,who,
on this night,slightly resembledanother #33,
a man called Bird. Daileanes had a gameBy T.J. Winick
high 23 points (5-10 from behind the 3-point
CONTRIBUTINGWRITER
line), pulled down 6 rebounds and dished
out 3 assists. .
The Colby men's basketball team hosted
For the game, the White Mules shot 59
Wesleyan on Friday night and this one was percent on 3-pointers,and 51 percent overall
never really close. It took the White Mules from the field. Colby overtook Wesleyan easexactly 9 seconds to score their first basket, ily 89-78.
and less than 3 minutes to establish a comColby closed out their weekend doublemanding 12-2 lead.
header by knocking off Trinity, 82-57. The
The first half saw Colby forward Kevin final score is truly a deception as the two
Whitmore '91 hitting inside and out for 12 of teams battled for most of the game until
his 22 points. A solid job was turned in at the Colby pulled away in the last part of the
point by Tom Dorion '91, who had a game- second half.
hi gh 7 assists. The first half ended with Colby
After working a slow, methodical, halfup, 43-24.
court offense close to perfection - shooting 74
The only serious threat came mid-way percent from the field in the first half-Trinity
through thc second half. Coach Herb Kenny's managed to trail Colby only, 36-32 after the
Wesleyan team used a scrappy brand of bas- first 20minutcs.Anoutstandingpcrformance
ketball to cut Colby's lead down to 10. Lead- was turned in by Trinity's Joe Reilly, who
ing thc charge was thc Cardinals' explosive had 13of his 16 in thc first half. Reilly failed
scorer, smooth-shooting Nelson Williams, to get the ball to his teammates, however, as
who unleashed his arsenal of 3-pointcrs and he managed to register only 1 assist during
penetrating moves for 18 points.
his team-high 34 minutes of action.
Tlie Mules were not to be denied, howThe fans were barely back in their seats,
ever, and they proceeded to push the lead when thc White Mules exploded on a 11-0
back to 18. Leading thc way down thc stretch run to open thc second half. Nine of the 11

came on 3 three-pointers, compliments of
Dorion, Daileanes, and Whitmore.
During their time-outs,Trinity coach Stan
Ogrodnik explained to his team that they
must step-up pressure on the defensive end,
and work on getting the ball down low to
their big men Pieter VanderHeideand David
Jones. Trinity had an obvious height advantage up front, which they failed to utilize.
And with 8:30 left,and Colby up 64-44, it was
obvious Trinity had run out of steam.
Solid performances up-front by John
Rimas '92 (12 points, 11 rebounds) and Paul
Butler '93 (8 rebounds) helped the Colby
cause. Whitmore washis usual self, scoring a
game-high 22 points.
After the game, Dorion and Whitmore
received inscribed game balls because each
had eclipsed thc 1,000 point total for their
college careers. Coach Richard Whitmorcalso
received a game ball, as the game against
Trinity was the 500th of his coaching career.
During his years on Mayflower Hill, Coach
Whitmore has recorded a truly remarkable
.820 winning percentage.
These two victories insure the men's team
of an ECAC birth. The question remains
whether they will have home court advantage or not.CJ

boi*nd$.the teamwon with lew turnover
(Xi) and excattantshooting; from the foul Une
<2D-27>*

*

The team plays Gordon Friday at &30
j. *a.,M d thettplay. ConnecticutCottfc^at
noon On Saturday*The*giunfc at Connecticut
College will be televised on.Channelfive*
, Whenasl«ed wh8t%wili tal<et0dow<_!(iin
th0KCAC*th)*y.wXoai^CwciPeto«jm!t.
$aid 'WahdvetOremain heaJthy>«0ntinuoto
bo consistent and after live months continue
tobe ^ C0h^ve tioitw k
t SBelwgerMtd *>f the cohesive unit,"Tht.

team has grfcat Chemistry,the hJ&in is <5dm*
fortabte with each other on the court*"
The team has been content, The team
ha»defoated threepxW. a$ohi»nation)top 20
i-,~™ ^ . /<_„_j .i.<.,i.iVn*tt~ij * 41*.

a **A *».*;rJ.i ,1J.,

and Marshall)*and four of thoir losses have

beett close owes to four of the be$t teamsm
Niw Ertd$trtd>,
OnCs %h%ht 0. th<S season Was* Coach
ttetoranzo'a 2d0th victory*which was col*
ehrated Saturday, Wh«wt aaked what was
M About tho mitestotw*, ft<* wid/Tho.m«
spoti*o .rocttiwd from tho players wi$ groat.
They seemed genuinely pleased for what 1
accomplished* and that mentw more to me
than theac<ttwpltehm<mtI tMh*
Colby women'*basketball already hafe n
winning season and it ison its way to another
ECAC appearance* Ithai* a tremendous «»•*
mm to date, awl should bn editing to watch
aa it trim* for the BCAC tUte>Q

